AIRTEL

5/1/84

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (185-293232)
(ATTN: DOMESTIC TERRORISM UNIT)

FROM: ADIC, NEW YORK (100A-182949) (P) (JTF-2)

SUBJECT: PROVISIONAL PARTY OF COMMUNISTS (PPC), aka ET AL;
DOMESTIC SECURITY/TERRORISM
(00:NY)

ReNYLHM, dated 12/12/83, to the Bureau and all offices;
NY teletype, dated 2/20/84, to the Bureau and all offices.

[Enclosure]

1-00-486889-194

2-Louisville (Encls. 2) (RM)
2-Memphis (Encls. 2) (RM)
2-Miami (Encls. 2) (RM)
2-Milwaukee (Encls. 2) (RM)
2-Minneapolis (Encls. 2) (RM)
2-Mobile (Encls. 2) (RM)
2-Newark (Encls. 2) (RM)
2-New Haven (Encls. 2) (RM)
2-New Orleans (Encls. 2) (RM)
2-Norfolk (Encls. 2) (RM)
2-Oklahoma City (Encls. 2) (RM)
2-Omaha (Encls. 2) (RM)
2-Philadelphia (Encls. 2) (RM)
2-Phoenix (Encls. 2) (RM)
2-Pittsburgh (Encls. 2) (RM)
2-Portland (Encls. 2) (RM)
2-Richmond (Encls. 2) (RM)
2-Sacramento (Encls. 2) (RM)
2-Saint Louis (Encls. 2) (RM)
2-Salt Lake City (Encls. 2) (RM)
2-San Antonio (Encls. 2) (RM)
2-San Diego (Encls. 2) (RM)
2-San Francisco (Encls. 2) (RM)
2-San Juan (Encls. 2) (RM)
2-Savannah (Encls. 2) (RM)
2-Seattle (Encls. 2) (RM)
2-Springfield (Encls. 2) (RM)
2-Tampa (Encls. 2) (RM)
2-WFO (Encls. 2) (RM)
5-New York (Encls. 10)

(125)
Full field investigation instituted (authorized) 8/24/83, and extended to 7/22/84.

Enclosed for the Bureau are five (5) copies, and all field divisions one (1) copy of an LHM captioned as above. The substance of enclosed LHM primarily is the result of an execution of six (6) federal search warrants at three (3) locations on 2/17/84, in Brooklyn and Manhattan, NY, regarding captioned group. At this time, per the request of the EDNY, Brooklyn, NY, US Attorney's Office, will evaluate seized material to determine if specific federal laws have been violated. Therefore, at this time, no specific leads are being set forth for receiving divisions prior to the EDNY making a definitive legal opinion.

Enclosed LHM is being disseminated to the following agencies inasmuch as captioned group is described as Marxist, revolutionary in nature and in possession of weapons advocating armed rebellion against the US government and to insure specific violations can be addressed if applicable:

1. US Attorney's Office, EDNY, Attention: AUSA JOHN GALLAGHER.

2. Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (ATF), Attention: 

3. US Secret Service (USSS), Attention: 

4. Internal Revenue Service (IRS), Attention: 

5. New York City Police Department, Intelligence, Attention: Lieutenant 

6. US Army, Military Intelligence, Attention: 

NY 100A-182949
NY 100A-182949

ADMINISTRATIVE

Enclosed for each field division is one copy of an affidavit for above described search warrants. This document remains sealed and is not to be disseminated outside the FBI at this time. This affidavit remains sealed at both the SDNY, Manhattan and the EDNY, Brooklyn, NY. It is being disseminated solely for information purposes.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS.

REVOLUTIONARY GROUP ADVOCATES ARMED REBELLION AND APPEARS TO HAVE WITHIN ITS STRUCTURE A "MILITARY FRACTION."
Provisional Party of Communists (PPC),
also known as (aka)
Eastern Service Workers
Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
Domestic Security/Terrorism

The true name of the organization is the "Provisional Party of Communists," and is referred to by members as the Provisional Party (It has no connection to the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA). The Provisional Party is considered "secret" and operates publicly under the cover of the NATLFED. The NATLFED acts as an umbrella organization for approximately 40 groups across the country. The group was founded in approximately 1971 by a group of individuals including [fourth person] and an unknown

Fourth person. The party was founded to be a revolutionary communist party whose goal is that of seizing control of the United States Government. This take over according to source information was to occur February 18-19, 1984, and is referred to be members as the "Proscenium Tactic." The party is divided into several cells, which they call "Fractions" with one of these fractions being called the "Military Fraction" (MF). The MF requires a minimum of one year full time membership complete with political education, training and evaluation. Several sources have reported that the MF participates in military drills. It was also reported by sources that weapons were stored at 1107 Carroll Street, Brooklyn, New York.

Briefly, individuals are recruited to donate time, money and work as a volunteer for a particular charitable organization controlled by the group (E.G. persons would be asked to donate...
time and become volunteers for the ESWA, which is supposedly a charitable, non-profit organization, whose goal is to help migrant or low class farm workers out on Long Island and other parts of the New York metropolitan area). This first stage is called "Tabular Volunteer." The Tabular Volunteer donates money, runs errands, makes telephone calls, etcetera for one of the public organizations operated by full members of the group. Within three months to one year, this volunteer, after evolution, may be upgraded to "Viable Volunteer." At this level the person can be counted on to volunteer whatever is requested. Also, at this stage, the person is asked to attend the NLC. The NLC is not so much as a place but rather a term used for meetings held in Brooklyn at Carroll Street or other locations (usually an auditorium donated for use by a school or church). At these meetings, the Viable Volunteer usually becomes aware, to varying degrees, of the Marxist or revolutionary aspect of the organization. The next stage is called "Tabular Cadre." At this stage, the volunteer learns of the "Statement of Principles," assigned sponsors and given regular reading assignments. The person gradually learns that the organizers are "professional revolutionaries." The fourth step is that of "Viable Cadre." At this step the member is fully committed to the revolution. After one year membership as a Viable Cadre, the individual reaches the final stage, which is a "Full Member" or "Interior Cadre."

Regarding captioned group the leader is described as follows:

Name: (T/N)

b6
b7C
Provisional Party of Communists (PPC), also known as (aka) Eastern Service Workers Association (ESWA); National Labor Federation (NATLFED); Domestic Security/Terrorism

Date of Birth:  
Place of Birth:  
Race:  
Sex:  
Height:  
Weight:  
Eyes:  
Hair:  
Facial Hair:  
Characteristics:  
Social Security Account Number:  
Federal Bureau of Investigation Number:  
Remarks:  

Background on

During 1970, the subject was one of the operators of the "Little Red Bookstore, " 3191 Mission Street, San Francisco,
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California, and was reportedly of the Liberation Army
Revolutionary Group Organization (LARGO). LARGO, in March, 1970,
publicly declared a state of revolution to begin on March 15,
1970, in Northern California, by mailing letters to various
Northern California County officials. A former San Francisco
source had reported in November, 1970, that participated
in firearms training in Chico, California,

On May 17, 1973, Suffolk County Police Department (SCPD)
advised that about January, 1973, SCPD received information from
a source that there were unregistered guns located at
1735 Montauk Highway, Bellport, New York, which is a residence
maintained by the Eastern Farm Workers Association. SCPD
executed a search warrant at this location and confiscated two
handguns and ammunition. Through subsequent investigation, it
was determined one gun was registered to the subject.

In late 1982, reportedly displayed and offered
for sale numerous weapons to leaders of the Texas Farm Workers
Union who were in the New York area visiting during this
time.

Also at this period of time (1971), in the San Francisco
Bay Area, there existed an umbrella radical movement called The
Bay Area Radical Union. This group broke up and its membership
gravitated to various other activist organizations ranging from
Anti-Vietnam War protesters to the more radical and violent
groups such as The Venceremos organization and the Symbionese
Liberation Army. independent group
knows as LARGO (Liberation Army Revolution Group Organization).
LARGO distributed flyers announcing that on March 11, 1971,
LARGO would launch an armed revolution and take over key
installations, including military bases in northern California.
Shortly before this date, LARGO was disbanded.
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Thereafter moved to the East Coast and operating from the Long Island, New York area achieved a measure of success in founding The Eastern Farm Workers Association. At this point he had a passing relationship with Caesar Chavez's United Farm Workers. This relationship was short-lived when Chavez recognized that was a liability and he was, in fact, in competition

Since 1977, has operated independently, for the most part, and developed his organization to the point it has reached at this present time.

NATLFED (the Organization) uses the same or similar terms interchangeably. This, coupled with the practice of front groups temporarily acting as parent groups and vice-versa, allows the Organization to present itself in a more sophisticated, complex, and even confusing structure than that which really exists.

Simply, the Organization is established as a pyramid structure. The apex of the pyramid being the The Communist Party USA Provisional Wing. Directly under this is NATLFED. Pyramiding out from NATLFED are at least three major groups: The Eastern Farm Workers Association, The California Homemakers Association and The Western Service Workers. In turn these major groups have spawned any number of smaller groups or associations such as: Eastern Farm Work Association, Western Service Workers, Eastern Service Workers, California Homemakers Association, Coalition for Concerned Medical Professionals, Coalition for Concerned Legal Professionals, Communist Party USA Provisional Wing.

The personnel in the Organization are highly structured and categorized. There are basically four major levels of
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Theoretically for the most part the technique of following a cell-like structure is employed. Individuals work within their cell knowing the identity of their cell leader but not necessarily knowing the identity of other cells and/or cell leaders. It is definite Organizational policy that members at all levels operate on a "need to know" basis.

In actual practice members are obviously aware of the identities of other cells, cell leaders, personnel, groups, activities, etc.

**Level I - Inner Party - Entity**

[ ] governs the entire Organization through the Inner Party - Entity at its headquarters at 1107 Carroll Street, Brooklyn, New York. This Inner Party - Entity, also known as the Inner Circle or The Cave is comprised of no more than forty individuals, both male and female. A more realistic figure may be twenty-five or so. Within this entity exists the "Military Fraction."

**Level II - Cadres**

Cadres are self-contained units comprised of two classes of volunteers, tabular and viable. Cadres are under the command of captains.

Individuals, in whatever classification of cadre duty, can be considered hard-core full-time members of the Organization. Most have given up jobs, school, family, avocations and other ties in order to commit all of their energies to the Organization.
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Domestic Security/Terrorism Cadre members consider themselves para-military and are reportedly trained in the latest weapons, particularly highly technical US Military ordnance. They are definitely involved in intrigues and clandestine activities. However, most of these intrigues have an ersatz or frankly fantastic basis. Most of their productive activities center around generating quantities of paperwork, all of which is produced in triplicate (one copy always being forwarded to POPS which stands for Permanent Operations Parentis). Reports are filed on community activities, academics and individuals they feel subversive to their cause.

Door-to-door street canvassing, called "Bucket Drives" are conducted as well. These drives are to solicit funds, bring in new members, and spread their ideology. Benefit allocations (as discussed in another section of this report) is conducted by Cadres as well. As stated, other than captains, volunteers involved in Cadre are classified as tabular of viable.

Tabular

A Tabular is an individual recently joining the Cadre group. He or she is assigned two sponsors who act as surrogate parents and instruct the individual down the path of true communism. Tabulars are placed on a one-year probationary period during which time (in addition to their regular duties) they participate in Political Science classes (Marxism), Labor History, Political Economy, Personality of Communist Leaders and the History of the Parenti Organization.

After the probationary year, a committee of four, including a commisar, votes on whether or not the individual will be promoted to Viable status. The commisar can veto the decision of the other three committee members to promote the Tabular.
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Viable

Once elected to the status of Viable, the individual is considered to be a full-fledged, completely dedicated member of the Organization. The individual can think only through the frame of reference and dogma of the Organization and will never verbally or even internally question the policies or the actions of the Organization. No complaints are tolerated from the Viable. All worldly possessions are assigned over to the Organization. Viable members aspire to eventually be promoted to the Inner-Party Level.

Level III - Operations

Operations are under the control and leadership of Operation Managers. An Operation Section will have volunteers and full-time personnel assigned to it. The full-time personnel are administrative assistants and office workers. These individuals are usually Cadre members. The volunteers are part-time members usually comprised of college students, housewives, young professional people and naive social activists. As in the Cadre, the volunteers are divided into two classifications. Once again, the terms Tabular and Viable are used.

Tabular

These are the newest volunteers who are enticed into donating a few hours per week for various, seemingly worthy causes, such as The Mutual Benefits Program. Generally they participate in food and bucket drives, canvass for new members, and do some telephone procurement work. There is little pressure on these individuals. They come and go from the Organization as they please and maintain strong ties with the outside world.
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Viable

Viable members are carefully picked for promotion from Tabular status. Once being accepted into this status the individual must schedule a substantial portion of his or her time to group activities. Constant pressure is placed on increasing commitment to the point where outside life and organization life come into conflict. Frequently leaders synthesize a breaking point in the individual. If this breaking point occurs, the individual is taken aside for analysis. It is during this analysis that the individual is evaluated and, if desired, pushed virtually over the emotional brink into full-time commitment to the Organization. A technique used as a catharsis to ease the conflict is achieved by inviting the individual to a "secret meeting" where the history and goals of the Organization are revealed, portraying the movement as a romantic, successful, long-established activist group that is well on the way to establishing the New Social Order.

Level IV - Members

The Organization purports to have, and can produce, impressive lists of thousands and even tens of thousands of supporting members. In reality, these lists are compiled by people who are unwittingly have signed petitions and other documents during various canvassing drives.
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LEVEL I

INNER PARTY ENTITY

Commisars               Sponsors
West Coast HDQTS.
San Francisco,
California

Note: Inner Party Entity also referred to as the Cave or
Inner Circle.

LEVEL II

CADRES

CAPTAINS

Tabular Volunteers       Viable Volunteers

LEVEL III

OPERATIONS

Volunteers               Administrative Assts. (Cadres)
Tabular                  Viable
Viable

Note: Operations are the various activities, such as minimal
social work, performed by the Organization.

LEVEL IV

MEMBERS
PROVISIONAL PARTY OF COMMUNISTS, AKA PROVISIONAL PARTY - ORGANIZATIONAL TABLE

CHAIRPERSON OF PARTY (CP) - NATIONAL POLITICAL COMMISSAR - CENTRAL COMMITTEE

ASSOCIATION TO NATIONAL POLITICAL COMMISSAR (ANPC) → POLITBUREAU (PB) (ALL CADRE, IE PARTY MEMBERS)

→ POLITICAL COMMISSARS (PC) → POLITBUREAU STAFF

ASSISTANT POLITICAL COMMISSARS (APC)

FRACTIONS/ARENAS
MILITARY
LEGAL
BUSINESS
PRESS
NATIONAL LABOR FEDERATION (NLF)
* ASSOCIATION FOR FINANCIAL AID TO STUDENTS (AFAS)
PARLIAMENTARY
* YOUTH
* MINORITIES
INTERNATIONAL
NATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR ALTERNATIVE RESOURCES (NFAR)
* NOT ACTIVE

MILITARY FRACTION (MF)
1107 CARROLL ST., BROOKLYN, N.Y. ———— LAW FIRM

AIDE-DE-CAMP (ADC) ———— ASSISTANT AIDE-DE-CAMP (AADC)

ADJUTANT (ADJ) — MILITARY FRACTION LIASON (MFL) (LIASON IN THE FIELD)
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dominant Figures of PPC</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Member of MF.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Member of MF, responsible for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>document security.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b6 b7C</td>
<td>Member of MF and holds rank in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the group called &quot;aide-de-camp.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Member, works at Carroll Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Headquarters (HDQTS).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b6 b7C</td>
<td>Member of MF.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Member, works at Carroll Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HDQTS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Attorney and Cadre member.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Attorney and Cadre member.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Law Firm, 1107 Carroll Street,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brooklyn, New York,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Attorney for &quot;foxfire&quot; (comp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>owned by group);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b6 b7C</td>
<td>MF member in charge of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Brunswick, New Jersey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>office;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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MF member at Trenton office.
Attorney, maintains records; leader.

MF member and holds rank in the
group called "National
Commanding Office."

Lieutenant in MF.

MF member, holds rank in the
group called "Field Commander."

Founding member.

True name possibly a MF member,  
Works at Carroll Street HDQTS.

Member of MF, administrative assistant at Bellport or
Riverhead offices;  

Holds title of Administrative Assistant in group.

Member of MF,
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Member of MF, black male,

involved with group, white female,

Holds title

Foxfire attorney (Foxfire is a
corporate owned by group,
Foxfire is listed owner of
buildings 1107-1111-1115
Carroll Street).

Founding member of MF, also
commanding officer of security.

MF member.

Foxfire attorney (MF member)

Holds title "Political Czar" at
Philadelphia office.

Lieutenant Commander, MF, white
male,

Member of MF.

Medical Doctor, member of
group, current whereabouts
unknown.
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Holds rank of Captain in MF, has title of Chief Medical Officer.

High level MF.

Member of Central Committee.

Member of MF, white male,

The following are associated with captioned group as reflected in source information and documents seized:

White female,
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White male,
White female,
White female,
White male,
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- White male, 
- White female, 
- White male, 
- White male, 
- White male, 
- Black male, 
- White female, 
- White female, 
- White female,
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- White female,
- White male, (described earlier)
- White female, (described earlier)
- White male,
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Runkle, Janice
White female, deceased; well known veterinarian.
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White female,

White male,

White male,

On February 17, 1984, Agents of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, Joint Terrorist Task Force, and New York City
Police Department Detectives, Joint Terrorist Task Force,
executed search warrants at the following locations:
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The Law Offices of _______ and Associates and the
office of _______ with offices at
1107 Carroll Street, Apartment 1A, Brooklyn, New York; premises
known and described as the National Office of the PPC,
1107 Carroll Street, Apartment 2A, Brooklyn, New York; premises
known as the Doctor's Office, 1115 Carroll Street, Apartment 1A,
Brooklyn, New York; premises described as the basements of three
adjoining four-story apartment buildings known as 1107, 1111 and
1115 Carroll Street, Brooklyn, New York; and premises known as
the apartment of _______

The above described search warrants were executed in
efforts to obtain the following property:

Weapons (rifles, handguns and machine guns) and other
military equipment including uniforms.

Explosives.

All records of the PPC relating to the purchase,
storage, location and disposal of weapons, ammunition
and explosives.

All books, documents and records outlining the PPC's
plans for an armed insurrection against the lawful
authority of the United States Government.

All records relating to planned terrorist activities.

All records of the MF of the PPC, including, but not
limited to, records detailing planned military
activities directed against the lawful authority of the
United States Government, records detailing planned
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terrorist activities, records concerning the location of MF headquarters, records relating to the location of weapons, ammunition and explosives, records relating to the purchase, storage and disposal of weapons, ammunition and explosives, records relating to the identity of those individuals making up the MF of the PPC and records relating to the system of communications among and between the different locations of the MF of the PPC.

The books and records of Foxfire Enterprises, Incorporated.

Records of the PPC relating to the purchase, storage, location and disposal of weapons, ammunition and explosives.

Books, documents and records outlining the PPC's plans for an armed insurrection against the lawful authority of the United States Government.

Records relating to planned terrorist activities:

Records of the MF of the PPC, including, but not limited to, records detailing planned military activities directed against the lawful authority of the United States Government, records detailing planned terrorist activities, records concerning the location of MF headquarters, records relating to the location of weapons, ammunition and explosives, records relating to the identity of those individuals making up the MF of the PPC and records relating to the system of communications among and between the different locations of the MF of the PPC.
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The searches resulted in the seizing of two weapons (one at Carroll Street and one at Gold Street). However, massive records were obtained in connection with the above described areas. The following is a brief description of some of the material seized.

Pursuant to a Federal search warrant issued in the Eastern District of New York on February 16, 1984, the following items were seized by the New York Office from the residence located at 1107 Carroll Street, Apartment 1A, Brooklyn, New York, when the warrant was executed on February 17, 1984. The below listed items were seized from Apartment 1A in Room B (Law Office).

1. A plastic red notebook with first page entitled, "Floor Plan Location." Dividers in the notebook were entitled, Inventories by color code, Floor Plan and X-REF by item. Item found in bottom right hand cabinet of large bookcase.


3. Manila folder entitled, MF; Induction Forms and Format. Manila folder contained handwritten and typed documents including blank forms entitled, Trainee/Troop Profile Chart. Item found in bottom right hand cabinet of large bookcase.
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4. A manila folder entitled, WF; MF; Command
Unit/Organization Field Command. Manila folder
contained numerous handwritten and typed papers
primarily described as Field Command documents.
Item found in bottom right hand cabinet of large
bookcase.

5. A manila folder entitled, Proscenium Materials
(Signed Out FR. Political). Manila folders
contained various documents one entitled, Dear
Comrades, dated September 24, 1982, and a typed
binder with blue trimming from the Field Command,
dated July 17, 1982. Item found in bottom right
hand cabinet of large bookcase.

6. A clear binder with red trimming and red back
entitled, Military Fraction Order Sheets Classified.
Also contained in the back of the binder were
handwritten pages on yellow paper. Item found in
bottom right hand cabinet of large bookcase.

7. A manila folder entitled, Closed Section
Process/Police Entry containing typed and
handwritten documents including such documents as a
typed document, dated February 4, 1984, from A. Reid
to FCADC MF regarding when the cops come through the
doors and a handwritten document, dated February 2,
1984, from Lasermen to FCADC/MF, entitled, Process
for "when police come through the door." Item found
in bottom right hand cabinet of large bookcase.

8. A red binder entitled, Sensitive in red ink
containing typed documents with page I being a table
of contents including sections entitled, Combat
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Among Small Groups and Application to Guerilla Warfare. Item found in bottom right hand cabinet of large bookcase.

9. A white notebook entitled, Military Books Inventory. The first page in the notebook is dated three of 1982, category Military Books. This notebook also contains a manila binder entitled, Magazines. Item found in bottom right hand cabinet of large bookcase.

10. A clear binder with blue backing entitled, Military Field Units General Order Number Four Series. Item found in bottom right hand cabinet of large bookcase.

11. A black bound book with the cover page entitled, Universal Code of Military Justice. Item found in bottom right hand cabinet of large bookcase.

12. A brown receipt book entitled, M.F. on the outside cover. Item found in bottom right hand cabinet of large bookcase.


14. A red and beige book entitled, the United States Marine Essential Subjects. Item found in bottom right hand cabinet of large bookcase.

15. One black rifle scope with a piece of tape attached with writing AR/7. Item found in bottom right hand cabinet of large bookcase.
The following items were items seized from the second file drawer cabinet in the Law Office:

16. A large brown binder folder with the outside of the folder entitled, FC/MFOP. Militia with enclosed manila folders entitled, O.D, File Index, FC Orders, OP. Militia Training Program, FC/MF, Commo, Radio Training Program, ML/PL, Watch, AD/AR CEN, FCMFOP: Militia AD/AR.

17. A small torn white envelope with writings, To: FCADC/MF, From: NPC. Contained in the envelope was a small box with two bird feathers and a spent bullet.

18. A brown binder entitled, Radio Monitoring Log and Commo Log Wins Log Number 2. Contained in this binder was a typed document entitled, Hand to Hand Combat, dated 6 of 1981 with initials MFTM/4. Also included in the binder taped on the inside of the outer cover was a typed document, dated 26th of June, 1981 regarding security of this document typed at the bottom was the word typed [b6] with written initials MF/ADC.

19. A brown folder entitled, Military Materials (to be merged only notes). This folder contained numerous typed and handwritten documents some of which pertained to the MF ADC and a photocard describing numerous weapons and information pertaining to the barrels and cylinders of those weapons.

20. A manila folder not labeled containing various handwritten and typed documents pertaining to types
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of weapons and ammunition as well as a diagram of what appears to be a building/room. Documents also pertained to holsters.

21. A manila folder entitled, Surveillance: Metro. Documents contained in this folder were both handwritten and typed with a green piece of paper with the notation Lieutenant [redacted] on a green piece of paper, written in ink on a separate page. Surveillance: Metro Two Fox Chaser and a typed document, dated February 16, 1984, From: [redacted]
To: FC ADC/MF.

22. A small red book entitled on the front, By Clearance Only and on the side the words Recruit Roster. Contained in this book were the listings of numerous cities and names of individuals with information pertaining to serial numbers, rank and base unit.

23. A manila folder entitled, WF: MF: Military Field Units: E.S.F. Demographic Overview. Folder contains a diagram stapled on the inside of the outer cover which diagram entitled at the top is labeled, National Strike Force/GHQ. The folder also contains numerous typed folders entitled, Military Training Units designating locations in other parts of the United States. These typed folders contain both handwritten and typed documents.
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25. A manila envelope entitled, WF: MF: Training Programs: M1/AI. Contained in this folder are handwritten documents and typed written documents pertaining to weapons primarily relating to the M1 carbine describing ammunition and nomenclature of the weapon. One document is labeled in the top right hand corner as M1 Sessions and appears to be a roster with numerous names and notations on the roster.

26. A manila folder entitled, Suffolk/FC File. Folder contained many typed and handwritten memorandums from individuals to MF. Also found in the file was a Walco receipt, dated December 15, 1980, showing a purchase by [ ] of a 30 caliber universal model number 1003, serial number 421429. A receipt from Tee-Dee Gun Shop, Incorporated, 3692 Horseblock Road, Meadford, New York, dated December 15, 1980, in the name of [ ] Receipt showed one universal M1 carbine, 30 caliber number 359454 with notation on the receipt of six M1 caliber. Also found in this folder was handwritten memorandum, dated January 4, 1984, from Mitchell’s/MF Duty Sentry to FC ADC/MF regarding accidental discharge of firearm. The text of the letter pertained to an accidental discharge of a 38 caliber special inside a residence. The memorandum was signed by [ ] Also included in this folder was a typed document, dated January 2, 1984, from OXO to FCADC-MF regarding handguns purchased in San Antonio. The text of the letter pertains to the purchase of weapons in Texas, which were shipped apparently air freight from San Antonio to KPs.
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27. A brown binder entitled on the front, MF Classified. On the side cover of the binder are typed instructions on how the contents of the binder are to be studied, date of the instructions, June 26, 1981. The binder contains document from Field Command to All MF Cadre and a document entitled, Shore Party Operations and a document entitled, Hand to Hand Combat.

28. A small spiral notebook entitled, Night Officer Schedule. Inside the spiral notebook is handwritten in what appears to be a schedule with individuals names and dates.

29. A brown folder containing two manila folders entitled, Surveillance: West, Surveillance: East and a grey folder entitled, Fox Chaser. Inside the manila folder entitled, Surveillance: East is a surveillance, dated February 17, with a notation pertaining to Lieutenant [blank].

30. A manila folder entitled, WF: FC: OPS Training. Folder contains numerous memorandums both typed and handwritten directed to the Field Command. Also included is a clear notebook with a yellow binder entitled, Metro One National Center for Systemic Training the entity, the theory, and the practice plus a general look at a week in review submitted to Field Command, November 21, 1981, by [blank] Metropolitan Entity Number One.
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34. A manila folder entitled, Operation Militia: Personnel. Contents of the folder showed various handwritten and typed documents with individuals names listed.


37. A brown folder with black binding entitled, M1911A1 45 caliber ACP auto field strip. The first page in the binder is entitled, Field Stripping the M1911A1 45 caliber ACP auto pistol.
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38. A large brown envelope with the initials in the top right hand corner MF and the envelope is labeled, Series A/PROFILEI Packet and material being worked on by MF personnel. Envelope contains various documents pertaining to Field Command, Operations Policy, Operation Orders and various internal memorandums.

39. A brown notebook entitled, MF Chronology of Development Classified. This folder contains numerous memorandums directed to MF-ADC. It also includes a document, dated December 4, 1981, from: MF ADC, To: East Coast Military Liaison with an underlined typed notation on the right hand top portion of the page stating "read and destroy." This notebook also contains articles pertaining to Deadly Force.

40. One black notebook entitled, Ml-Al Carbine: Field Stripping and Routine Maintenance. Notebook contains a picture of a 35 caliber carbine on the interior cover and has a typed multi-page document entitled, Ml-Al Carbine: Field Stripping and Routine Maintenance.


42. A brown bound notebook entitled, Marine Corp Institute, Drills, Ceremonies, Uniform Regulations and Inspections published by the Marine Barracks, Washington, D.C., dated 1982.
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43. A brown bound notebook entitled, MF Classified.
    Contained within the notebook is a typed written
    article pertaining to the US M1 carbine authored by

44. A brown bound book entitled, Marine Corp Institute
    Military Law authored by the Marine Barracks,
    Washington, D.C.

45. A brown bound book entitled, Marine Corp Institute
    Military Training Staff Uncommissioned Academy
    authored by the Marine Barracks, Washington, D.C.

46. A clear covered notebook entitled, Daily Assignments
    MF/DO Staff. Book contains handwritten and typed
    schedules primarily entitled MF.

47. A clear covered notebook with black binding
    entitled, Night Officer Morning Transfer Protocol
    with the initials on the top right hand cover of
    MF/Night Officer, January 16, 1984. Notebook
    contains apparent schedules with listed individuals
    on a calendar and a typed schedule using military
    time. Also contains handwritten memorandum, dated
    January 21, 1984, from NPC to OPS-FC ADC/MF.

48., 49., and 50. Are typed cards with black backing
    describing various weapons with information
    regarding those weapons.

51. A brown bound book entitled, Marine Corp Institute
    Personal Administration authored by Marine Barracks,
    Washington, D.C.
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52. A clear covered notebook with blue binding with the
second page entitled, MF Weapons Training: Series
Two: Ammunition. This book contains typed and
handwritten information including drawings and
breakdowns of various types of ammunition.

53. A clear covered notebook with blue binding with the
first page being a memorandum from MF ADC to All
Military Liaisons, dated April 15, 1983, with a
stamp in the right hand corner in red ink with the
word "Sensitive."

54. A brown bound book entitled, Marine Corp Institute
Leadership authored by the Marine Barracks,
Washington, D.C.

55. A clear notebook with blue binding with the first
page being an article from MF ADC to All Military
Liaison Officers Political Commissars, dated December

56. A black notebook containing a manual entitled,
Air Force Military Training Center Standard of
Conduct.

57. A clear notebook with blue binding entitled at the
top of the notebook, Military Field Units General
Order Number Three Series.

58. A manila folder entitled, MF/Closed Section
Reconstruct. Folder contains two handwritten
documents both entitled, MF Construct.
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59. A manila folder entitled, Operation Fox Chase Current Briefing contained both typed and handwritten documents, dated February 16, 1984, and February 17, 1984, pertaining to the Federal Bureau of Investigation raids at the residence.

60. A typed document entitled, "Agents in the Principal Districts" the expanded political bureau, February 10, 1984. In the top left hand corner are the words cadre copy-eyes only. This document was found in the second drawer of the desk where the telephones were located.

61. A large red binder containing handwritten and typed documents with no identifying writing on the outside. These documents pertain to various subjects including revolution. This binder was also found in the aforementioned file draw.

62. A manila folder entitled, WF: FC: Offense Schemata. This folder was found on the desk top where the telephones were located. This folder contained typed and handwritten papers listing of offenses and operations as given by Field Command at 4.8.82 NLC.

63. A manila folder entitled, PF: DSS: MIL FRACTION. Contained in this folder was a carbon copy of a letter, dated June 20, 1981, from XX PERENTE to Suffolk ML.

64. A large green binder with the word Foxfire printed in the bottom right hand corner on the outside page of the binder. Inside the binder is a list of
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eighty-one names of individuals. Also inside the binder is a set of 10-codes with a typed document entitled, Procedure: Making Communications. This binder was found under the desk where the telephones were located.

65. A small spiral notebook with the writing at the top, Categorical Section, Field Command Phonebook. This notebook was sectioned into the following areas, Home Improve and Housing, Horse Industry, Military/Weaponry, Publications i.e. books and periodicals, Accountants/CPAs, Veterinarian, Banking and Financing, International, NOCD District Contacts, Music, Corporate, Travel/Aviation. This brown binder notebook was also found under the desk where the telephones were located.

66. A small brown spiral notebook with writing on the first page, NLC Security, dated July 17, 1983. This small brown notebook was also located underneath the desk where the telephones were located.

67. A large green bound book with the word Journal in the top right hand corner and written in ink Field Command. This book was found underneath the desk where the telephones were located.

68. A brown suede notebook containing numerous looseleaf papers pertaining to Fraction Briefings.
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On February 17, 1984, a search was conducted of
Apartment 1A at 1107 Carroll Street, Brooklyn, New York, pursuant
to a search warrant authorized by United States District Judge
Henry Bramwell.

The following items were seized from the bottom drawer
of a black and brown file cabinet (northwest corner of room) in
what was designated as Room B of Apartment 1A at 1107 Carroll
Street, Brooklyn, New York. These items were all seized from the
bottom drawer of this cabinet. This drawer contained only
documents that pertained to the MF organization which had been
discussed at the briefing prior to the commencement of the
search.

1. One large green folder containing a manila folder
   entitled, MF: BURSAR: SERIES "A" ACCOUNT USES.
   A. Enclosed therein was an envelope containing a
      letter and three deposit slips and checks
      relating to the Physicians Organizing Committee.
      This envelope was marked "MF: ADC Put in Locked
      Drawer."
   B. Also contained therein were letters, statements
      and checks regarding Detail and Display Studio.
      Also marked MF: ADC on cover letter attached to
      envelope.
   C. One sheet of paper entitled, Invest Yourself
      Inc.
   D. One sheet of paper entitled, Steinman Account
      Series A.
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E. One sheet of paper, dated September 16, 1983, from MFADC regarding bank Account Queries, and beginning with "MF personnel will be holding interviews" . . . regarding bank accounts.

F. Two sheets of paper regarding Foxfire Accounts and Foxfire stretch regarding various disbursements.

G. Numerous BURSAR Account Utilization Roster sheets pertaining to various checking accounts and account uses. (green sheets)

H. Seven sheets of paper regarding BURSAR Account Utilization Roster pertaining to various checking accounts, visa accounts, mastercard accounts of various individuals.

2. One manila envelope stamped Confidential and marked MF AD - To ___/NOC contained herein are numerous letters, pages, etcetera directed to the MF ADC and detail various sources of income or potential income from bank accounts, relatives or associates.

3. One manila folder labeled, "WF: MF Strategic Operations . . ." containing a letter, dated September 10, 1982, announcing an offensive thrust of forces in both open and closed sectors. This letter directs that attached forms be returned within forty-eight hours. Copies of these forms were attached to this letter. Also enclosed therein are sheets of paper relating to the return of these forms by various individuals.
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4. One manila envelope labeled Stellarine containing
the file papers of _______ A review of these
documents indicates that
__________ Various materials herein speak of the
existence of such Party, the Cave etcetera . . . and
have been stamped Confidential-For-Eyes-Only -
Sensitive - apparently because such documents speak
rather frankly regarding the need or wish for a
revolution. Included among these documents are
letters detailing erratic behavior and an envelope
marked, Confidential signaling a certain "in house
arrest" or confinement of movement.

5. One Analysis Pad (ledger book) marked MPADC-Only
containing three pages of entries from June, 1982
through March, 1983.

6. A brown folder labeled, WF: MF Procurement: FIIN
containing numerous documents. Among these
documents is a nine page breakdown by locale of
members of the MF. Included herein is a breakdown
of certain financial situations in each region,
including statements regarding the acquisition of
military accouterments.

A. There is also a list of cash collected from MF
members and an attached ledger sheet showing the
same.

B. Also included therein are various papers
regarding possible investments and sources of
revenue.
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7. Four sheets of paper (two stamped Confidential) regarding financial transactions, money availability and personal funds of several individuals. These papers are designated for the MF ADC.

8. One manila folder labeled File in MF: WF:

A. Enclosed here are ledger sheets for cash and property and for cash potential for Atlantic City, Suffolk, Boston, Western Massachusetts and for the NOC. Attached thereto is an individual financial sheet of members from these areas.

B. Included in this file are numerous documents pertaining to the potential sources of money for members to tap, be it family, friends or associates. One letter signed speaks of "blowing away her parents" for the money that is allegedly hers.

C. Also included herein is a letter to all MF Cadre in Suffolk Group ordering them to submit names, addresses, etcetera of other individuals they can approach for money. Attached thereto is the response for each member indicating these individuals he would consider approaching for money.

D. One envelope marked receipts 1982 containing numerous receipts for various incidental items.

E. One report to Field Commander regarding Staff Investment which details financial status of several individuals.
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F. Enclosed among the aforementioned document is a second manila folder with five sheets of paper. The first sheet is a list of guns, clips and ammunition. The second, third and fourth sheets report on the price and availability of military fatigues, while the fifth sheet is a letter on the potential purchase of these uniforms.

9. One brown folder containing the following:

A. Green ledger book marked MF - Sensitive - By Clearance Only showing debits/credits.

B. One Con-Edison envelope containing a certificate of AT&T stock for 50 shares

C. One envelope labeled MF - Receipt vouchers containing blank receipt vouchers marked MF.

D. One brown envelope containing numerous receipts for numerous items to include the purchase of ammunition from several gun shops.

E. One white envelope labeled Coalition of Concerned Medical Professionals containing numerous receipts to include the purchase of ammunition and weapons. "1983 Receipts" was printed on the reverse side of the envelope.

F. One white envelope marked Receipts 1981-1982 containing numerous receipts for various items to include the purchase of ammunition.
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G. One creme envelope containing numerous receipt vouchers.

H. One wire-bound notebook showing various ledger entries and balances on six pages.

10. One manila folder containing monthly statements from Chemical Bank Account entitled: CUSA Reserve Account c/o Post Office Box 117
Peter Stuyvesant Station, New York, New York, 10009.

11. One manila folder containing the following:
   A. Monthly statements from Chemical Bank Account, entitled, Commission on Voluntary Service, Post Office Box 117, New York, New York, 10009.
   B. A checkbook for the same.
   C. One check number 261 to Foster Firm Client Trust Account.

12. One manila folder containing monthly statements from:
   A. Chemical Bank regarding account Invest Yourself, Incorporated, Post Office Box 117, New York, New York, 10009.
   B. Also enclosed is an envelope therein were deposited checks and deposit slips for this same account. This envelope was marked To: ADC:MP.
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13. One black binder containing what appears to be a transcript of a hearing. This transcript is labeled "Suffolk Pre-Arraignment Hearing 6/20/82" consisting of thirty-five pages.

A. One black binder containing the transcript of a court martial regarding MF member containing 130 pages. Page A and B of this binder is a list of individuals involved in this proceeding. Page one of this transcript indicates that the MF utilized capital punishment and that death penalties are applied within 24 hours.

14. One large green folder containing numerous manila folders and papers therein:

A. Manila folder labeled MF: BURSAR Account Rosters/West.

B. Manila folder labeled MF: BRUSAR Account Rosters/Eastern.

C. Manila envelope labeled MF: BURSAR Account Data/Eastern Entities containing numerous documents relating to Account Information Sheets for various bank accounts held.

D. Manila folder labeled MF BURSAR Accounts Data/West which contains numerous documents relating to Account Information Sheets for bank accounts.
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E. Manila folder labeled MF: BURSAR: Accounts
Data/Metro which contains numerous documents
relating to Account Information Sheets for bank
accounts held.

F. One manila envelope, dated September 22, 1983,
containing letters of introduction to Chemical
Bank from allowin to draw on account of
accompanying this letter is

G. Accountants work pad showing entries for

H. One brown binder labeled "1983 Bulk Mail
Records."

I. One brown binder showing numerous ledger
entries for unknown records or accounts.

J. One brown binder showing numerous entries for
Invest Yourself 1983 - Cumulative Sales Roster.

K. One Rubco Pad labeled "Checks Incoming TFWU -
Authorized Personnel Only."

15. One black briefcase containing five separate manila
folders.

A. Manila folder labeled WF: MF: Laws & Legal
Proceedings - Common Law Doctrines - which
contains notes and papers regarding a June 20,
1982, Suffolk Pre-Arraignment.
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5. One leather holster; four knives; one can of Winchester ball powder; one owners manual for a Beretta pistol; and one disassembled 32 caliber handgun, serial number 104678 (found in the top drawer of the library cabinet).

6. Two manila folders containing information regarding the MF (found in the lower right hand cabinet compartment of the library cabinet).

On February 17, 1984, a search warrant was executed by the writer and other Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation at 1107 Carroll Street, Brooklyn, New York, Apartment 1-A and 2-A. The search was intended to locate and seize records of the PPC relating to the purchase, storage, location, and disposal of weapons, ammunition and explosives, and other documentary evidence dealing with planned terrorist activities or records of a "military fraction".

The following items were located in Room A of Apartment 1-A in the vicinity of a desk known to be the "Field Command Desk" used personally by [redacted]. It is noted that this room is in Apartment 1-A at the above address and is known to utilize the cover of the [redacted] law firm.

A black American Tourister brief case was located on top of a cabinet beside the "Field Command Desk. This briefcase contained the following items:

1. Black beret bearing a red star with a hammer and sickle in gold.

2. Five (5) wool watch caps.
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3. One (1) cloth dark blue full face mask with straps.
4. One (1) black blade dagger with case.
5. One (1) handcuff case.
6. Three (3) badges labeled "Special Police New York."
7. One (1) black leather wallet bearing a gold badge Special Agent Court Officer, Legal Codes Division, New York and the number 092. The wallet also contains a Patrolman's Benevolent Association Public Relations Identification Card.
8. One (1) black wallet bearing a badge identical to above with a number 088.
9. One length of rope.
10. A small folding address tablet bearing only one name, and telephone number.

The following items were located in a desk known to be the "Field Command Desk," and known to be used by

1. A brown folder bearing the title "Field Command Comic Book." This tablet contains several pages making up a radio code system. The following codes are noted:

Plain Wrapper Unmarked Police Car
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Firefly
Woodchuck
Black Snake
Advertising
Beat the Bushes
Brush your Teeth
and Comb your Hair
Camera
Charlie
Clear
Drop the Hammer
Feed the Bears
T Taxis
A Separate Sheet
List 10-30
10-33

Courier
Cadre
Need a Security Personnel
Cops doing heavy police work in the open
Do Security Check
Get ready for raid/red alert
Code One
Cops with equipment
Cops (plain clothes included)
No cops
Hurry
Go deal with cops
Marked cop cars
Against the law
Emergency traffic at this station
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10-34 Trouble at this station—help needed
10-35 Confidential information available
10-73 Legal danger at blank
10-200 Prepared security at blank

2. A blue box containing the following items:
   A. Six (6) jars of gun cleaning oil.
   B. Two (2) bottles of gun bluing cream.
   C. Gun cleaning brushes, one small cotton cloth smelling of gun oil, two screwdrivers and one plier.
   D. Clipboard labeled "Telex." This clipboard contains numerous telex messages which appear to be coded; i.e. "Foxfire One is Zurich."

   The following messages are among those included on the clipboard:

   "To _______ "The Light Cometh Tonight;"
   "What Hath God Wrath??;" "Congratulations Happy Farmer. Tell us who _______ is, sooner. Activate _______ Get us bills, bills, bills now. _______ Larrange jury-rigged recruiting ground - See _______ to assist."

3. Metal cash box bearing a padlock, seized in a locked condition.
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5. One (1) small cream colored box containing metal parts, which appear to be rifle parts.
6. One (1) aerosol spray can brand name, Paralyzer, containing CS tear gas chemical defense weapon.
7. One (1) hollow hand grenade shell with pin in place.
8. Six (6) large knives and case.
9. One (1) large folding knife.
10. One (1) large blade knife with brass knuckles attached, marked "US 1918."
11. One (1) straight razor.
12. One (1) empty knife case.
13. One (1) folding knife in case.
14. One (1) pair Smith and Wesson handcuffs and case.
15. Four (4) holsters for pistols.
17. One (1) straight razor in case.
18. One (1) black leather wallet containing State of New York Legal Codes Division Special Agent, Court Officer Badge marked 089.
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19. One (1) ammunition clip containing approximately fifteen rounds of hollow point 22 or 25 caliber ammunition.

20. One (1) sack labeled "green peas," containing miscellaneous large caliber ammunition.

21. One (1) round 45 caliber automatic ammunition; three (3) rounds 44 caliber ammunition; one (1) round 32 caliber ammunition.

The following items were located propped in a corner immediately adjacent to the "Field Command Desk."

1. One (1) sword in a red fabric case.

2. One (1) machete in a brown leather case.

The following items were located in a locked cabinet immediately adjacent to the "Field Command Desk." This cabinet was known to be the MP safe:

1. One (1) folder labeled "MF; Strategic Operations; Operation Gusano." This folder contains numerous newspaper and magazine clippings dealing with guerrilla operations in Nicaragua, Cuba, and Florida. Contained, also, in this file are several handwritten and typed notes regarding entity operations being planned in 1981, in Florida. Included in these written documents are two (2) hand drawn maps of an unknown area which describe a military engagement.
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2. A folder marked "WF: MF: Training Manuals." This folder contains an envelope marked "Real Estate - Berkshires Western Massachusetts." In the envelope are maps of Northern Berkshire County, Massachusetts, with specific areas marked in colored pencil. Both maps are protected by plastic covers.

3. A plastic covered map of "The Berkshire and Litchfield Hills" showing Massachusetts and Connecticut. Also contained in the envelope was a handwritten document discussing real estate in the above areas.


5. A white notebook containing United States Department of the Army document entitled "Tactical Communications Doctrine" and a U.S. military publication of the Department of the Army, titled 12 April 77, entitled "Military Publications" "Dictionary of the United States Army Terms."

6. An orange folder entitled "WF:MF: Ordinance; Assault Rifles." This folder contains documents characterizing the Leatherwood 9mm. SMG (submachine gun), and a 27 May 82 document directed to Field Command, entitled "Assault Rifles." This document describes the "four most popular assault rifles" throughout the world and provides specifications for the Colt AR-15, FN-PAL, Bushmaster and HNK 91. It
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also contains a document, dated 6 July 81 from
"Foxfire Leader" regarding "what to expect in the
ensuing period of build-up and training towards
activation." This document is marked "read and
destroy." It discusses "steps being taken to
activate another branch of the capital fraction
under discussion during the summer for training
purposes." On the back of these forms is a list of
in excess of 42 automatic weapons.

7. An orange folder, labeled "WF;MF; Ordnance; Colt 45
ACP auto." This folder contains multiple copies of
a lengthy document entitled "Field Stripping the
M1911A1 45 caliber ACP auto pistol." It also
contains instruction manuals on the Colt automatic
pistol and revolver.

8. "Index of Training Manuals." This includes a list
of United States Marine Corps, United States Army,
and War Department Field Manuals dealing with
weapons and combat techniques.

9. An orange folder entitled "WF; MF; Ordnance AP-74
and contains an operating instruction for the AP-74
22 caliber long rifle 'Carabina Automatica'."

10. An orange folder labeled WF; MF; Ordnance
Ammunition. This contains printed and handwritten
information regarding various types of ammunition.

11. An empty folder labeled "Ordnance and Military
Training Corps."

12. A green folder labeled "Ordnance: Gun Breakdowns."
This contains technical information regarding
specifications and disassembly of various firearms.
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13. A folder bearing the label "WF; MF; Strategic Operations; Operation Gusano/El Salvador." This folder contains newspaper clippings of Cuban activities and guerrilla activities involving El Salvador as well as El Salvadorian political matters.

14. A folder labeled "Operation Gusano/San Bernadino." This folder includes a typed memorandum, dated January 21, 1982, concerning "One of our strategic military scenarios, which has been in preparation and training stage since last Fall, is known as the "Florida Campaign, or Operation Gusano." It states further that "this campaign is directed against two anti-Castro terrorist organizations known as Alpha 66 and Omega 7. It discussed training facilities reportedly used by these organizations in San Bernadino, California, in conjunction with United States military facilities, as well as in Union City, New Jersey, Manhattan, and the Everglades, outside of Miami, Florida. It further includes two hand drawn maps of San Bernadino County, California, showing the location of United States military reservations identified as Camp Irwin, the United States Navy ordnance Test Station and another location of the same. It additionally shows the outline of Edwards Air Force Base, in relation to the Mohave Desert. It also contains a March 29, 1982, memorandum marked "read and destroy" to [redacted] regarding Strategic Operations West." This memorandum discusses a "revised scenario within the strategic framework of the Florida Campaign," and "information recently received from both
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exterior propaganda and interior intelligence sources which would relocate troop activity to regions in Southern California." It discusses Alpha 66 and Omega 7, "the original target groupings of the scenario."

15. A manilla folder entitled "Strategic Operations; Operation Syringe." This includes only a January 10, 1982, memorandum from regarding a new rifle being developed by the Marines.

16. Manilla folder labeled . It contains memorandums designating residence address as a "safe address" for the receipt of military supplies catalogues. It also contains a list of corporations furnishing free catalogues and gun books.

17. An orange folder labeled "Ordnance; Miscellaneous". It contains numerous gun catalogues, including technical data on the Soviet manufactured SA-7 Surface to Air Missile.

18. A manilla folder entitled "Training Manuals; Glossary of Terms". It contains a glossary of military terms.

19. A set of topographical maps of the vicinity of San Bernadino County with various military installations marked in yellow marker. A note dated February 18, 1982, is attached and a road map of Orange County, California.

20. An unlabeled blue cellophane folder enclosing a manual on Small Unit Combat which appears to apply mathematical formulas to guerrilla warfare.
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Provisional Party of Communists (PPC),
also known as (aka)
Eastern Service Workers
Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
Domestic Security/Terrorism

21. A manilla folder marked "Derby" containing miscellaneous documents.

22. A large green folder marked "5/9/82; Suffolk-Panel of Inquiry." This contains folders, laws and legal procedures for the Panel of Inquiry Suffolk Unit, notes and questions, and summary, chronology and bills of particulars.

23. A folder entitled "Statements and Exhibits" and a large envelope labeled "notes; bills of particulars. These appear to deal with a major interior courts martial.


25. A loose document, dated August 1, 1983, entitled "MF Working File Indice - Locked Drawer." It appears to be an inventory and index of items contained within the military safe.

26. A large brown envelope marked "MF ADC," containing instructional material dealing with military justice. It bears the name and appears to be lecture material dealing with United States Military justice.

27. A folder marked "Intelligence" containing a memorandum which appears to deal with interior rules and regulations.
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Provisional Party of Communists (PPC),
also known as (aka)
Eastern Service Workers
Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
Domestic Security/Terrorism

28. A folder marked "Universal Code of Military Justice," containing a handwritten document dated October 27, 1982, addressed to the Central Committee, Communist Party of the United States Provisional Wing, regarding submission for review and approval of first draft of a Uniform Code of Military Justice. It begins "This document represents the first draft of the Uniform Code of Military Justice to be enacted within the military fraction of our party."

29. A set of loose documents dealing with various rifles. This includes a blank City of New York Firearms Control Board rifle-shotgun permit and a receipt and envelope for a pistol holster. Included also is a receipt for five magazines for FN FAL rifle from the Griffin and Howe, Incorporated, 589 Broadway, New York, New York, dated April 14, 1982, in the amount of $173.20.

30. A folder marked "Laws and Legal Procedures," June 20, 1982, Suffolk Pre-arraignment Hearing: Decision." These documents deal with the above described Suffolk courts martial.


32. A folder marked, "Laws and Legal Proceedings, Suffolk Pre-arraignment Hearing Program," continues to deal with the above Suffolk County incident.

33. A folder labeled "Order to Arraignment," dealing with the above.
Provisional Party of Communists (PPC), also known as (aka) Eastern Service Workers Association (ESWA); National Labor Federation (NATLFED); Domestic Security/Terrorism

34. A folder marked "Affidavits," dealing with the above.

35. A folder marked "Program," dealing with the above described "trial" setting out the "proposed staging for Panel of Inquiry, May 9, 1982."

36. A folder – continuation of above entitled, "Reports and Evidence."

37. A brown folder marked "Hearing of Inquiry - Court of Record" courts martial proceedings.

38. A folder labeled "Panel of Inquiry Suffolk Unit." "Bills on Indictment - Not Served." This continues to deal with the above Suffolk County situation and refers to the indictment.

39. A folder marked "Ordnance; PN-PAL." This folder contains miscellaneous documents concerning weapons and weapons catalogues.


41. A large brown envelope labeled "Affidavit," this envelope contains documents dealing with the above described Suffolk internal hearings.

42. An empty red folder marked "Strategic Operations."

43. A green folder containing another folder marked "Sensitive MF: Suffolk Decision:"
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Provisional Party of Communists (PPC),
also known as (aka)
Eastern Service Workers
Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
Domestic Security/Terrorism

44. Two (2) loose receipts from the World of Guns,
East Farmingdale, New York, showing the purchase of
one rifle for a total of $1,733.28, and a rifle and
four boxes of ammunition totaling $1,803.00, these
are dated July 2, 1981, and June 26 (no year stated).
Both rifles are identified as Steyr FN-FAL weapons.

45. A loose box top labeled "Jennings Firearm" indicating
the purchase of a Jennings Model J22 automatic
c pistol.

46. A folder marked "Ordnance: Permits." This contains
a printed instruction sheet for FN-FAL weapon and
several documents concerning requirements for legal
purchases, applications, etc. This also includes a
document dated June 14, 1981, from Gonos re-permits
for purchase of rifles.

47. A folder marked "Strategic Operations:" Operation
Ivory." This contains documents dated 1981, dealing
with the Nyack Armored Car Robbery in connection with
training matters.

48. A black folder bearing the label "Gun Magazines and
Catalogues," it contains a typed set of forms
identifying gun magazines.

49. A blue folder with clear cellophane cover labeled
"The Proscenium Tactic," marked "Cadre Copy Eyes
Only." This document appears to set forth the
technique through a combination of labor actions,
stock purchases and sales, and limited violence which
On February 17, 1984, a search was conducted at 1107 Carroll Street, Brooklyn, New York, Apartment (Apt.) 1A. This search was conducted in accordance with a search warrant issued by Judge BRAMWELL, of the Eastern District of New York (EDNY). The following items were found during this search from Apt. 1A in a rear bedroom, hereafter, designated Room C:


2. Folder entitled "73\n b\n 6 \n b7C 
 3. Folder entitled "25\n b6 b7C 
 This file contains a paper entitled "Trainee Profile Sheet", dated June 8, 1981, signed by\n This file also contains a second sheet, dated May 24, 1981, from\n stating, "I hereby reaffirm previous requests to be admitted to the Military Fraction (MF) of this Organization."

4. Folder entitled "22\n b6 b7C 
 This file contains a letter from dated February 17, 1983, to MF-ADC. It also contains a letter, dated June 4, 1983, from to MF-ADC; a Trainee Profile Sheet by dated June 8, 1981. It also contained a letter, dated May 23, 1981, from to FC-MFC.

5. Folder entitled Number 108", containing a Trainee Profile Sheet signed by dated July 27, 1982, and a sheet entitled "Form 20", dated July 26, 1982 by

6. Folder entitled Number 121", containing a handwritten note, dated June 4, 1983 to MF-ADC from a Trainee Profile Sheet signed by dated March 1, 1983 and a letter entitled "Form 20" from


9. Folder entitled "Folder entitled '76 [______] containing a handwritten note, dated May 29, 1983, signed [______] a typed note, dated February 2, 1982 to MF-ADC from [______] a form entitled "Trainee Profile Chart" signed by [______] dated August 9, 1981; a letter dated July 6, 1981 from [______] to MF-ADC; and a letter dated February 17, 1977 to [______]."
10. Folder entitled "59_ containing a handwritten ledger sheet noting a receipt of $1,000.00 on July 19th and $740.00.00 on July 26th; a typed letter, dated July 13, 1982 to CO from_ a handwritten note, dated July 13, 1980 to NPC from_ a Trainee Profile Sheet, signed by_ and dated July 19, 1981; a typed letter, dated March 28, 1982, to MASS. PC from_ and a handwritten note, dated May 14, 1983 to MASS. CO from_


12. Folder entitled_ containing a typed letter, dated March 23, 1983 to MF-ADC from_ a typed letter, dated March 21, 1983 to FCW from Western Regional MF Unit Member; a typed letter, dated February 19, 1983 to WRPC from BA ADR PC; a typed letter, dated February 28, 1983 to ADAR PC from WROC OPS; a typed letter, dated March 24, 1983 to WP MF from_ a typed letter, dated February 28, 1983 to MF-ADC from FC WEST; and an empty white envelope, dated February 28, 1983, addressed to_ from S.W.
13. Folder entitled "54______", containing a
Trainee Profile Sheet signed by______
dated July 14, 1981; a typed letter, dated
June 17, 1981 to______ from MFC; a hand-
written note, dated May 23, 1981 to MFC from______
and a handwritten note, dated June 4, 1983,
signed by______

14. Folder entitled "77______", containing a
Trainee Profile Sheet with the name______on
top, dated January 1981 and signed on the rear by______
dated August 16, 1981; a handwritten
note to MF-ADC from J.T., dated August 17, 1981; a
second handwritten note to MF-ADC from J.T., dated
August 17, 1981; a typed printout, dated March 27,
1982 to: NNJPC from______ and a handwritten
note, dated May 14, 1983 to______ signed by______

15. File entitled ______, Number 110", containing a handwritten note, dated June 4, 1983,
signed by______ a Trainee Profile
Sheet signed by______ on
top, dated September 3, 1982, and a typed letter to MF-ADC,
sicned by______ concerning personal
financial assets.

16. File with no title listed on the outside, containing
blank Trainee Profile Sheets and a letter, dated
December 23, 1981 to All East Coast Military
Liaisons from MF-ADC regarding Form 20's.

17. File entitled ______ Number 45", containing a
receipt voucher, Number 0126-N, for funds totaling
$552.72, signed by______ a handwritten note
listing $552.72 received on August 9th from
______ a handwritten letter, dated June 5,
1983, signed by______ a Trainee Profile
Sheet, dated June 19, 1981, signed by______
18. File entitled [blank] containing a handwritten note, dated August 7, 1981, to NOC OPS from [blank] a handwritten note, dated June 19, signed by [blank], and a handwritten note, dated May 23, to the Military Fraction from [blank].


23. Folder entitled "Basement Dead Storage Project", containing inventory sheets; a handwritten schematic of the basement of 1111 Carroll Street; a typed letter, dated November 7, 1983, to MF-ADC from [________] and a handwritten note, dated December 13, 1983 to ADC/MF.


25. File entitled [________ Number 116", containing a Trainee Profile Sheet signed by[________] dated December 12, 1982; a Form 20 by[________] a handwritten note, dated September 5, 1982; a second handwritten note, dated February 5, 1983, and a white envelope, dated March 29, 1983 to MF-ADC from[________] containing a handwritten note.


27. File entitled [________ Number 98", containing a Trainee Profile Sheet signed[________] dated November 1, 1981; a handwritten note, dated December 4, 1982 to Field Command from[________] and a second handwritten note, dated November 2, 1981, written by[________]
28. File entitled "33\_
containing a Trainee
Profile Sheet signed by______ dated June 9, 1981; a handwritten note, dated July 17, 1981; a
typed letter, dated July 21, 1981; a typed letter,
dated February 9, 1982; a second typed letter, dated
February 9, 1982, and a third typed letter, dated
December 26, 1981. This file also contains within
it a pink-colored folder which contains a letter,
dated June 17, 1982, to _______ from the Central
Committee, its Chair and its Political Department.
Also contained within this pink file is a typed
letter entitled "Military Fraction Job Description,
______"; a handwritten note, dated June 29, 1982
to MF-ADC from _______.

29. File entitled "35______ containing a
handwritten note with the first line being______
FIN LEADS; a typed letter, dated December 19, 1981;
a handwritten note, dated September 27, 1982; a
Trainee Profile Sheet signed by______ dated
June 15, 1981, and a typed letter, dated June 16,
1981 to Northern New Jersey MF Liaison.

30. File entitled "57______ containing a Trainee
Profile Sheet signed by______ dated
July 18, 1981.

31. File entitled "43______ containing a
handwritten receipt, dated July 16th for $135.00; a
Trainee Profile Sheet, dated June 19, 1981, signed
by______ ; a handwritten letter, dated June 23,
1983 to FC from New Brunswick; a typed letter, dated
June 17, 1981 to MF-ADC from______ a second
typed letter, dated April 4, 1983 to MF-ADC; a
handwritten note, dated May 10, 1983 regarding
Letter, dated June 4, 1981 to MFC from______
Also contained in this file is a typed letter, dated
March 29, 1982 to______ regarding
"Write Up of My Abilities, Skills and Assets"; a
handwritten note to MPC from [____] no date shown, a typed letter, dated August 5, 1981 to [____] regarding information regarding physical skills, and a typed letter, dated August 9, 1981 regarding the current status, duties and responsibilities of the TRX System.


33. File entitled "47 [____] containing a Trainee Profile Sheet signed by [____] dated June 18, 1981.

34. File entitled [____] Number 104", containing a Trainee Profile Sheet, dated March 13, 1982, signed [____] a handwritten note, dated December 17, 1982; a second typed Trainee Profile Sheet for [____]


38. File entitled "80 [redacted], containing a handwritten receipt, dated July 16th for $1700.00; a Trainee Profile Sheet, dated March 1, 1981 by [redacted] and a handwritten letter, dated April 29, 1983 to Commanding Officer [redacted] stating, "I hereby accept the commission of regular soldier in the Military Fraction of the organization," signed [redacted].

40. File entitled "40. Number 101", containing a Trainee Profile Sheet signed by [name], dated June 26, 1981, and a Form 20, dated January 26, 1982 by [name].

41. File entitled "41. Number 58", containing a Trainee Profile Sheet, dated July 19, 1981 signed [name], a typed letter, dated July 9, 1981 to BNFL from [name], a typed letter, dated March 7, 1978 to the Military Commissar from [name], and a typed letter, entitled Form 20 by [name].

42. File entitled "42. Number 96", containing a Trainee Profile Sheet, dated August 30, 1981, signed by [name], a typed letter, dated October 15, 1982 to MF-ADC, and a typed letter, dated July 31, 1978 to MFC from [name].

43. File entitled "43. Number 96", containing a Trainee Profile Sheet, dated October 31, 1981, signed by [name], a typed letter, dated April 22, 1982, entitled "Form 20" by [name] and a handwritten note to NPC from [name] regarding Requests for Briefing on Military Fraction.

44. File entitled "44. Number 122", containing a Trainee Profile Sheet, signed by [name], dated June 10, 1981; a handwritten note, dated June 2, 1981 to MFC from [name] regarding requests for participation in MF.

45. File entitled "45. Number 122", containing a Trainee Profile Sheet, dated March 8, 1983 signed by [name], a typed letter entitled "Form 22" regarding [name] and a handwritten letter, dated February 10, 1983 to MF-ADC from [name].
46. File entitled "115 [number]", containing a Trainee Profile Sheet, dated October 25, 1982 signed by [signature] a typed letter, dated October 25, 1982 to MF-ADC from [name] regarding admission into MF; a typed letter entitled "Form 20" by [signature].


49. File entitled "50 [number]", containing a Trainee Profile Sheet, dated July 6, 1981, signed by [signature].


57. File entitled "WF: MF: Recruitment: Rural Org.: Candidate Profiles", containing a typed letter, dated June 8, 1981 to F.C. regarding candidates for military training prepared for interviews, and numerous other typed and handwritten notes regarding the MF and requests for trainee status in the MF.


60. File entitled "79_ b6 b7C", containing Trainee Profile Sheet, dated August 16, 1981, signed by a handwritten letter, dated August 16, 1982; a white envelope addressed to containing a typed letter from the RIVERHEAD SAVINGS BANK in Riverhead, New York, and a typed letter, dated October 15, 1981 to MF-ADC from MF-L.


62. File entitled "GOLD", containing a typed letter headed "Idem", and a handwritten note stating on top line, "General-Position within FC Department."


64. File entitled "WF: MF: Projects: Square Footage", containing numerous pages of typed information regarding square footage of different areas at Carroll Street.

65. File entitled "WF: MF: Projects: Grand Levee Program X-REF: Recruitment", containing a typed letter,

68. File entitled "WF: MF: Procurement: Operation Strawberry", containing a typed letter, dated September 1, 1982 from

69. File entitled "Projects-Suspense", containing a handwritten memo with the top heading, "To do".

70. File entitled "WF: MF: FC Projects: Operation Hollywood", containing a typed letter headed, "Standard Consent and Release" with a $20.00 United States bill stapled to it, and a handwritten note, dated September 2, 1982 with the first line stating, "Find out who the producer is."


73. File entitled "WF: MF: Largo/Lab Installation",
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which contained a memo handwritten and dated September 22, 1983, first line stating, "Setting up the lab."

75. File with no title on it, containing a handwritten note, dated November 15, 1983 regarding Cadre addresses; a typed memo, dated November 15, 1983, regarding Cadre safe addresses, and a typed listing of names of individuals showing safe addresses, mailing addresses and legal addresses for each name.

76. File entitled "WF: MF: Projects: Militia, Project", containing a white envelope addressed to Colonel containing a letter addressed to Colonel from the United States of America Militia; a white envelope, dated August 9, 1982, addressed to FC, containing a page of advertisements from a magazine; a manilla envelope, dated December 7, 1982 and numerous newspaper clippings.

communications; a typed memo, dated August 20, 1982, regarding need for reinforcement of Security Protocols. Also contained in this file are numerous pages of typed and handwritten notes regarding Security Protocol.


79. File entitled "WF: MF: Security: 354 Gold Street Stationary", containing a handwritten note, dated June 14, 1983, regarding FC Order to MF-ADC. Also contained in this file are numerous pieces of blank stationary and invoices.


82. File entitled "WF: MF: ORDINANCE: PENNIES", this file contains numerous handwritten and typewritten memos directing various entities to obtain pennies and forward to the National Section.
83. File entitled "WF: MF: SECURITY: POLICE SURVEILLANCE", containing a typed sheet listing various vehicles believed to be police related autos; a typed memo, dated October 31, 1981, regarding incident with authorities; a typed memo, dated July 1, 1981, regarding security information; a typed memo, dated May 2, 1983, regarding a blue Ford stationwagon; a white envelope addressed to TELEPHONE ANSWERING SERVICE, 200 West 20th Street, containing messages left for a typed memo, dated August 10, 1982, regarding incident at ACE and a typed memo, dated April 15, 1983, regarding MF Security: Police Surveillance. This file also contains several page of handwritten notes.

84. File entitled "SECURITY: "THE FARM" NASSAU", containing handwritten notes headed, "to the farm outlining directions on how to drive to this location."

procedures, a handwritten letter, dated July 4, 1983, regarding response to orders and a typed memo, dated June 6, 1983, regarding security policies.


87. Manilla envelope with no writing on it containing black and white photographs and a sign which states, "medium watch" and underneath it "heavy watch."


89. File entitled "WF: MF: SECURITY: LETTERHEAD", containing numerous sheets of paper and envelopes with the heading, "N and G Drilling Company, 280 Sierra Drive, Hillsborough, California 94010".
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90. File entitled "TRAIN PROGRAMS", containing numerous handwritten and typewritten memos outlining training principals involving Demeanor, Dress Appearance, Weapons, Use of Force, Apprehensions and Contact.


93. File entitled "WF: MF: TRAINING PROGRAMS: PT SESSIONS", containing a typed memo, dated October 23, 1982, regarding report status training program; a typed memo entitled "Uniform Communications Format"; a typed memo, dated January 11, 1983, regarding reports requested from NLC; a typed memo, dated December 30, 1982, regarding attached joint training program. This file also contains numerous typed and handwritten memos regarding training programs and physical training sessions.


97. File entitled "WF: MF: TRAINING PROGRAMS", containing a handwritten memo listing notations and diagrams of various explosive devices. Also contained in this file are various calculations and diagrams regarding technical data in relation to firearms and explosive ordinances.

98. File entitled "WF: MF: TRAINING PROGRAMS, SERIES TWO-AMMUNITION", containing a handwritten memo listing various names under four categories; a typed memo headed "Series Two-Ammunition" and a handwritten memo outlining various types of ammunition and usages.


containing a handwritten letter, dated November 17, 1983, signed by

107. Folder entitled "WF: MF: PERSONNEL RECRUIT ROSTER", containing one typed sheet containing numerous names indicating receipts of various items of uniforms.


109. Folder entitled containing a Trainee Profile Sheet, dated June 18, 1983, signed

110. Folder entitled containing a Trainee Profile Sheet, dated June 18, 1983, signed

111. Folder entitled "60 containing a Trainee Profile Sheet, dated July 19, 1981, signed a typed memo, dated March 6, 1982 from and a typed letter entitled, "Form 20

112. Folder entitled "66 containing a memo, dated February 20, 1982 from regarding Form 20, a handwritten memo to MF-ADC from stating, "with full acceptance of MF-G.O. Number Four and reaffmation of adherence and acceptance of rule of Guerrilla and everything expected from troops of our military. I accept transference of status to rank of regular full member of the Fraction", signed a handwritten memo, dated February 11, 1983 from regarding acceptance of assignment; a typed letter entitled "Trainee Profile Sheet."
a typed memo, dated July 22, 1981 from [Redacted] regarding abilities toward physical skills and a handwritten memo, dated March 3, 1982 from [Redacted]

113. Yellow looseleaf tablet containing handwritten notes, dated July 2, 1982, first line stating, "Military shifted to active duty as of now."


May 14, 1983, regarding report of Blue Sky Briefing on Phase II, and a typed memo, dated May 9, 1983, regarding report on Phase II Briefing.


offensive; a typed memo, dated September 10, 1981, marked "sensitive" and a typed memo, dated December 23, 1981, regarding Military and Political Solipsism.


regarding report on meeting held with [ ]


121. Folder entitled "WF: MF: PERSONNEL-UNIFORM ISSUANCE", containing various typed inventory lists of individuals receiving uniform equipment.

a Form 20, dated July 25, 1982, by [redacted] memo, dated December 20, 1982, regarding report on first meeting with PC; a typed memo, dated October 2, 1981, regarding information on Fort ORD; a typed memo, dated July 14, 1981, regarding response request for Navy background; a handwritten memo, dated August 8, 1982, regarding remaining Form 20's of candidates for MF liaisons and a Trainee Profile Sheet, dated August 8, 1982, by


126. Folder entitled "WF: MF: COMAND UNIT - ORGANIZATION COMMISSIONS", containing a typed memo, dated August 5, 1983 to MF Trainee [redacted] from MF Adjuant; a typed memo, dated August 5, 1982 to [redacted] from MF Adjuant, regarding change in status MF Trainee, active trainee status; a typed letter, dated August 5, 1982, signed by [redacted] a typed memo, dated August 5th, to MF Trainee [redacted], a typed

129. Folder entitled "23", containing a handwritten receipt indicating receipt of $1,200.00 on July 3; a manilla envelope, dated June 26, 1981, addressed to [ ] containing a typed letter, dated June 26, 1981 to [ ] indicating her donation of $6,500.00 in the next couple of weeks; a white envelope addressed to MF Comissar containing a typed letter, dated July 17, 1978 from [ ] regarding request for admission to the MF; a typed memo, dated June 4, 1983 from [ ] regarding notification of medical problem; a typed memo, dated June 4, 1983, regarding formal notice of acceptance of change of status, and a typed letter entitled "Trainee Profile Sheet", dated June 8, 1981, signed by [ ]

130. Folder entitled "28", containing a typed memo, dated June 4, 1983, requesting transfer to the status of the MF, signed by [ ] a typed letter entitled "Trainee Profile Sheet", dated June 9, 1981, signed by [ ] a typed memo, dated November 1, 1979, regarding request for military training; a handwritten memo, dated May 23, 1981, regarding request for military training; a typed letter from FIRST FEDERAL OF CHICAGO, dated February 8, 1983 to [ ] regarding wire transfer of $6,149.00 from Account Number [ ] Account Number [ ] at BARCLAY BANK.

addressed to ASSOC EC, containing a handwritten memo, dated October 17, 1982 from _______ regarding status in MF, and a handwritten memo, dated February 18, 1983 from _______ requesting participation in MF meeting.


133. Folder entitled "84_______", containing a typed memo, dated May 26, 1983, acknowledging acceptance of rank as regular soldier within the closed section, signed by _______ a trainee profile sheet by _______ a typed letter entitled
"Notice of Appearance" from Provost Magistrate
Military Court of Inquiry to

a typed memo, dated September 24, 1982 from

regarding roll description MF trainee; a
typed memo, dated September 24, 1982 entitled "Roll
Description MF Trainee", and a handwritten memo,
dated September 4, 1982 regarding orders to
reproduce roll description MF trainee.

134. Folder entitled "49 ________ containing a
handwritten receipt indicating receipt of $300.00 on
July 12; a typed memo, dated August 20, 1981 from

regarding assets; a typed memo dated
December 7, 1982 regarding Dreyfus Account and the
donation of $9,000.00; a trainee profile sheet,
dated July 6, 1981, signed by______ a
typed memo, dated April 29, 1983 indicating
acceptance of commission as a regular soldier by

______ a typed letter, dated July 9, 1981
from______ a typed memo, dated June 2,
1981 regarding joining the military; a typed memo,
dated June 2, 1981 from______ a typed
memo, dated July 10, 1981 requesting additional
physical fitness work by______ a typed
memo, dated July 10, 1981 from______
donating $300.00 for a L-MG; a typed memo, dated
August 4, 1981 regarding money by______ a
typed memo, dated August 16, 1981 from______
regarding report on progress in getting

______ and a typed letter entitled "Form 20" by

135. Folder entitled ________ containing a Trainee
Profile Sheet, dated November 1, 1981 signed

______ a handwritten note, dated April 29,
1983, signed by______ a handwritten note,
dated November 1, 1981 regarding personal training
and skills by______ a handwritten note,
dated November 11, 1981 regarding briefing with
B.B., and a typed letter entitled "Form 20" by

136. Folder entitled "24 [____]", containing a
trainee profile sheet, dated June 8, 1981, signed by
a handwritten note, dated
May 24, 1981 from [____] regarding request for military training; a typed memo, dated June 18, 1983 from [____] requesting security clearance; a typed letter, dated June 4, 1983, signed by [____] indicating acceptance to the program.

137. Folder entitled [____] 91", containing a
trainee profile sheet, dated September 21, 1981,
signed [____] a handwritten note, undated, signed by [____] accepting commitment in the MP; a typed memo, dated June 1, 1983 regarding orders and commands for [____] a typed memo, dated May 10, 1983 from [____] regarding money obtained from an insurance settlement; a typed letter, dated 3/29/82 from [____] indicating a donation of $10,000.00 to the party.

138. Folder entitled "90 [____]", containing a
handwritten note, dated May 29, 1983 regarding acceptance of full MP status, signed by [____] a trainee profile sheet dated September 13, 1981 by [____] a handwritten receipt indicating receipt of $160.00 on August 8; a typed memo by [____] indicating skills.

139. Folder entitled "114 [____]", containing a
Trainee Profile Sheet, dated October 23, 1982,
signed by [____] a handwritten memo, dated May 13, 1983 regarding acceptance of military status from PB.
140. Folder entitled __________ containing a handwritten receipt dated August 8, indicating $290.00 received; a typed letter entitled "Form 20", a military meal card for _______ Number 00612; a typed letter, dated December 22, 1982 from Sergeant ______ regarding addressments to principal; a typed memo, dated June 11, 1982 from _______ a typed memo, dated November 29, 1982 from _______ a typed memo, dated October 10, 1982 from _______ regarding schedule with Marines; a typed letter, dated September 19, 1981 regarding situation on NB; a typed memo, dated June 18, 1981 to _______ from MFC regarding commission to the MF; a copy of UNITED STATES MARINE CORP Form NAVMC184 for _______ a typed memo, dated May 8, 1983 for _______ regarding affirmation of military status; a typed letter entitled "Trainee Profile Sheet", dated August, 1979, signed _______ a typed memo, dated May 14, 1983 from _______ regarding union contact; a typed letter, dated October 24, 1983 regarding steps to transfer MF-L responsibility. This file also contains numerous handwritten and typed memos from __________.

141. Folder entitled "75__________", containing a handwritten memo, dated May 29, 1983 from _______ regarding acceptance of status to full trooper; a letter entitled "Trainee Profile Sheet", dated August 16, 1981, signed by _______ a handwritten receipt dated June 20, 1981, Number 5201 indicating receipt of $1,069.00 from _______ a handwritten note, dated August 16, 1981 requesting SOD training by _______.

142. Folder entitled "56__________", containing a typed memo, dated June 4, 1983 regarding acceptance of military status change, signed by _______ a typed letter entitled "Trainee Profile Sheet", dated
September 22, 1979 by a typed memo, dated August 9, 1981 regarding financial resources by MC; a typed letter entitled "Form 20" by a white envelope, dated September 11, 1983 to NOC containing a typed letter dated September 11, 1983 from regarding MF status.

143. Folder entitled "89 containing a letter entitled "Trainee Profile Sheet", dated September 12, 1981 by a handwritten memo dated May 19, 1983 from regarding acceptance role to practice of soldier in MF; a typed memo, dated September 12, 1981 regarding joining MF; a handwritten memo, dated September 27, 1981 regarding additional information on a handwritten memo, dated September 20, 1981 from a typed memo, dated October 13, 1981 regarding cancelling joining MF; a typed memo, dated May 14, 1983 regarding request from for position of MF-L.


145. Folder entitled "20", containing a handwritten receipt indicating receipt on June 26 of $1,803.00, and on July 2, receipt of $1,813.00; a Trainee Profile Sheet, dated June 8, 1981 signed by a typed memo, dated May 23, 1981 from regarding vehicle of reaffirmation of military training, and a handwritten memo, dated June 24, 1981 to Field Command from regarding moneys available this summer.
146. Folder entitled "4117", containing a Trainee Profile Sheet", dated December 2, 1982 signed

147. Folder entitled "41 containing a handwritten receipt indicating receipt of $450.00 on June 25, and receipt of $1,640.00 on July 28; a typed memo, dated July 17, 1981 from regarding FINN contacts for MF; a typed letter entitled "Notice of Appearance from Provost Magistrate Military Court of Inquiry" to a Trainee Profile Sheet, dated June 12, 1981 signed by a typed memo, dated May 13, 1981 requesting volunteering for MF; signed by

148. Folder entitled "52 containing a white envelope, dated November 25, 1982 to containing numerous typed and handwritten memos; a Trainee Profile Sheet, dated July 9, 1981, signed by a typed memo, dated May 14, 1981 from regarding military training; a typed letter entitled "Form 20" by a typed memo, dated November 7, 1982 regarding meeting with and numerous other handwritten and typed memos by

149. Folder entitled "70 containing a handwritten receipt indicating receipt of $1,000.00 on June 16; a Trainee Profile Sheet, dated August 2, 1981 signed by a typed memo, dated July 1, 1981 regarding response to request for questions; a typed memo, dated June 17, 1981 to regarding commission to the MF; a typed memo, dated May 25, 1981 from a typed memo, dated July 29, 1978 from a typed memo, dated July 20, 1983 regarding questions on
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training documents; a typed memo, dated July 25, 1981 regarding request for specialized physical fitness program; a typed memo, dated August 6, 1981 regarding "My FINN situation"; a typed letter entitled "Form 20" by

150. Folder entitled "113", containing a
Trainee Profile Sheet, dated October 5, 1982, signed
a typed memo dated June 4, 1983 from a typed memo, dated September 28, 1982 from a typed letter, dated May 29, 1982 to
from the Central Committee, signed

151. Folder entitled "78", containing a
typed memo, dated June 14, 1982 from a typed letter entitled "Form 20" by a typed letter, dated August 26, 1982 from a typed printout, dated August 26, 1981 regarding a summary of responsibilities; a handwritten note, dated June 28, 1982 from

152. Folder entitled "102", containing a
typed letter entitled "Trainee Profile Sheet", dated February 21, 1982, signed a typed memo to regarding MF; a typed memo, dated March 7, 1982, regarding attached documentary from a typed memo, dated March 6, 1982 to MF-L from a typed memo, dated March 7, 1982 from regarding uniform sizes; a typed letter entitled "Form 20" by a typed letter, dated May 9, 1983 regards a typed letter, dated May 25, 1983 regarding
153. Folder entitled 46, containing a handwritten receipt indicating receipt of $1,600.00 on July 19; a typed memo, dated June 4, 1983 from [ ] regarding acceptance of commission as regular soldier; a typed memo, dated September 4, 1982 regarding [ ] a Trainee Profile Sheet, dated June 17, 1981 by [ ] a typed memo, dated August 7, 1981 regarding request for information on special skill capabilities from [ ].

154. Folder entitled "26 " containing a handwritten receipt indicating receipt of $200.00 on July 1; a Trainee Profile Sheet, dated June 8, 1981, signed by [ ] a typed memo, dated May 22, 1981 from [ ] regarding request for military training.

155. Folder entitled "27 " containing a handwritten memo, dated June 4, 1983 regarding acceptance of advancement from trainee status; a Trainee Profile Sheet, dated June 8, 1981, signed [ ] a typed memo, dated May 24, 1981 from [ ] regarding request for military training; a typed memo, dated August 7, 1981 from [ ] regarding "Skills for addition to my file."

156. Folder entitled "34 " containing a handwritten receipt indicating receipt of $250.00 on July 12; a handwritten note signed by [ ] indicating acceptance of formal assignment as a soldier in the MP; a Trainee Profile Sheet, dated June 11, 1981, signed by [ ] a handwritten note, dated June 21, 1981 from M.G.; a typed memo, dated June 14, 1981 from [ ] regarding status of procurement and a typed letter entitled "Form 20" by [ ].
157. Folder entitled containing a Trainee Profile Sheet, dated August 30, 1981, signed receipt of $1,000.00 on August 8th; a typed memo, dated May 6, 1983 from regarding reaffirmation of position within MFP; a typed memo, dated January 17, 1982 regarding commission for a few days and a handwritten letter, dated February 16, 1982 by regarding personal experience.

158. Folder entitled containing a handwritten note, dated May 26, 1983, regarding letter of acknowledgment accepting commission to regular troop status signed a typed letter entitled "Notice of appearance PROVOST Magistrate Military Court of Inquiry" to a Trainee Profile Sheet, dated July 31, 1981 signed and a typed memo, dated August 29, 1981 from regarding correction on application.

159. Folder entitled containing a Trainee Profile Sheet, dated October 22, 1981 signed by a typed letter entitled "Military Fraction Letter of Commission", dated April 18, 1982 to a typed memo, dated October 22, 1981 from and a typed letter entitled "Form 20" from


163. Folder entitled "62", containing a handwritten receipt indicating receipt of $2,000.00 on June 22nd and receipt of $670.00 on July 19th; a Trainee Profile Sheet, dated April 20, 1977 by a handwritten memo, dated August 8, 1982 from regarding request to re-enter military; a typed memo, dated December 1, 1981 by regarding request to leave military and numerous other typed and handwritten memos and letters by.

165. Folder entitled "120", containing a Trainee Profile Sheet, dated January 27, 1983, signed

166. Folder entitled "29", containing a handwritten memo, dated June 4, 1983, from
acknowledging acceptance of commission in the MF; a Trainee Profile Sheet, dated
June 9, 1981, signed a typed memo, July 12, 1981, from regarding arms purchases in Ohio and a typed letter entitled "MF Letter of Commission", dated April 18, 1982, to


171. Folder entitled "J" containing a white envelope with no address, containing a typed memo, dated April 29, 1983, regarding statement of acceptance as a regular soldier signed.


173. Folder entitled "100" containing a Trainee Profile Sheet, dated May 5, 1983, acknowledging commission and acceptance into the regular MF ranks signed, a typed memo, dated July 16, 1981, regarding drill experience; a typed memo, dated December 23, 1981, regarding interment to military trainee status; a typed memo, dated July 8, 1981, regarding boating experience; a typed memo, dated June 21, 1981, regarding request for participation in upcoming military actions from and a typed letter entitled "Form 20", by

174. Folder entitled "124", containing a Trainee Profile Sheet, dated April 10, 1983, signed and a typed memo, dated June 4, 1983, signed

175. Folder entitled "81" containing a typed memo, dated May 8, 1983, regarding reaffirmation status soldier; a Trainee Profile Sheet, dated August 16, 1981, signed a type letter entitled "Form 20", by and a handwritten memo, dated July 23, 1981, requesting permission to apply to MF.
176. Folder entitled "64", containing a typed slip of paper entitled "Field Command Order of Merit, February 21, 1982"; a Trainee Profile Sheet, dated March 1973, by a typed memo, dated March 17, 1978, regarding renewal of request for military training by a typed memo, dated August 15, 1981, regarding assignment request; a handwritten receipt indicating receipt of $100.00 on July 20th; a typed letter entitled "Notice of appearance Provost Magistrate Military Court of Inquiry to and a handwritten memo, dated February 15, 1983, regarding

177. Folder entitled "107", containing a Trainee Profile Sheet, dated August 1, 1982, signed a handwritten memo, dated March 9, 1982, regarding MF briefing with and a handwritten memo, dated June 4, 1983, from regarding acceptance into the MF of the party.

178. Folder entitled "51", containing a typed memo, dated July 8, 1981, regarding possible FIIN; a handwritten receipt indicating receipt of $135.00 on July 7th; a typed memo, dated June 17, 1981, regarding commission to the MF to a typed memo, dated May 4, 1979, from regarding request for military training, a Trainee Profile Sheet, dated July 7, 1981, signed by and a typed slip of paper entitled "Field Command Order of Merit to dated February 21, 1982."

179. Folder entitled "112", containing a handwritten memo, dated May 26, 1983, indicating acknowledgment and acceptance to the ranks of the regular's, signed by and a Trainee Profile Sheet, dated October 1, 1982, signed
180. Folder entitled ______ containing a typed memo, dated September 13, 1983, regarding potential recruit.

181. Folder entitled "36 ______ containing a typed letter indicating, "I hereby formally accept my status as a full member of the Military Fraction, signed_______", dated June 4, 1983; a Trainee Profile Sheet by_______ dated June 8, 1981 and a typed memo, dated May 24th, by _______ requesting military status.


183. Folder entitled ______ containing a typed memo, dated September 28, 1983, from_______ regarding attached Form 20 and a Trainee Profile Sheet, dated August 31, 1983, signed_______


185. File entitled "48 ______ containing a handwritten memo, dated May 26, 1983, stating, "I accept commission to regulist", signed_______ a Trainee Profile Sheet, dated July 5, 1981, signed_______ and a typed letter entitled_______
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would result, and their taking possession of the country. This document refers to shooting plates of the wall above the heads of the Press at a Press Conference in New Brunswick; Page six states, "There shouldn't be any gunfire from our side except for four bullet holes in an empty office of the other sides — four rounds of a twelve gauge shotgun." Following this, it is handwritten "Anyone who tries to shut it down: we kill." Page eight refers to St. Louis and states, "There will be 2-.22 caliber rifles in the Indiana Overpass and one on the Ohio Overpass."


51. Numerous gun catalogues, magazines, and instruction sheets and pamphlets for firearm disassembly.

52. A black folder with a cellophane cover entitled, M1-Al.30 Caliber Carbine: Field Stripping and Routine Maintenance Manual.

53. A white envelope classified "Eyes Only" and marked "Hand Carry." This contains a legal looking document marked "Decision," "Pre-arrangement Hearing Court of Record, Courts Martial Proceeding 1A. This document appears to deal with court martials proceedings in Suffolk County, New York.

On February 17, 1984, a search was conducted at 1107 Carroll Street, Apartment 2A, Brooklyn, New York, pursuant to a search warrant issued by United States District Court Judge Henry Bramwell, Eastern District of New York.
Provisional Party of Communists (PPC), also known as (aka)
Eastern Service Workers Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
Domestic Security/Terrorism

As a result of this search, the following was recovered in the front room of Apartment 2A, adjacent to the room designated as "the cave".

On yellow card board box containing the following items:

1. One (1) green and white composition book.
2. A manilla folder entitled _________
3. A manilla folder entitled "1978 FIIN SOLISCITATION TACTIC/NATLFED."
4. A manilla folder entitled "FPO: PARTY ORGANIZATION CELL: WROC."
5. One manilla folder unttitled.
6. One manilla folder unttitled.
7. Two black and white composition books.
8. One green folder titled "NPC-THINGS TO REMEMBER TO DO", containing miscellaneous papers and a manilla folder titled "FC ORDERS-NPC EYES ONLY."
9. One brown plastic folder titled "DAILY COMMODITY COMPUTER TREND ANALYZER," containing miscellaneous papers and three manilla folders entitled:
   A. "Doctor's Office FC Directed Strategies 11/3/82."
   B. "National Legal Staff FC Directives 12/2/82."
Provisional Party of Communists (PPC), also known as (aka)
Eastern Service Workers Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLFE); Domestic Security/Terrorism

C. "Center Subourment Proceedings."

10. Two black and white composition books.

11. Three spiral notebooks (Two with tan covers and one with an orange cover).

12. One manilla folder with an obliterated tab beginning "ASS."

One grey metal drawer containing the following items:

1. One red accordion envelope titled "OPERATION: X-PATRIOT," containing manilla folder titled:
   A. "OP X PATRIOT CONTACT SHEETS."
   B. "OP X PATRIOT-SUS."
   C. "OP X PATRIOT-ROYAL FLUSH SPECIAL PROJECT."
   D. "OP X PATRIOT-CONTACT LISTS (BY ENTITY/REGION)."
   E. "OP X PATRIOT: HARRIS FUNERAL."
   F. "OP X PATRIOT: LINE DIRECTIVES."
   G. "OP X PATRIOT: ORDERS TO FIELD (AND FC ORDERS)."
   H. "OP X PATRIOT: WORKING DOCUMENTS (TACTICS/PROCEDURES)."
   I. "INDIVIDUAL FILES."
Provisional Party of Communists (PPC),
also known as (aka)
Eastern Service Workers
Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLFD);
Domestic Security/Terrorism.

J. "PROJECT RETREAD:____
K. "OPERATION: ROYAL FLUSH____
L. "OP X PATRIOT-TOOLS."
M. "PROJECT RETREAD:____
N. "OPERATION: ROYAL FLUSH____
O. "PROJECT RETREAD:____
P. "PROJECT RETREAD:____
Q. "OPERATION: ROYAL FLUSH____
R. "OPERATION: ROYAL FLUSH____
S. "WSWA____VIZ OPERATION: ROYAL
FLUSH."
T. "PROJECT RETREAD:____
U. "OPERATION: ROYAL FLUSH____

2. Manilla folder entitled "PHONE NUMBERS."
3. Manilla folder entitled "POLEMICS, POLITICAL:____
4. Light green folder entitled "POLEMICS, POLITICAL:____
Provisional Party of Communists (PPC), also known as (aka) Eastern Service Workers Association (ESWA); National Labor Federation (NATLFED); Domestic Security/Terrorism

5. Manilla folder entitled "POLEMICS, POLITICAL: BAY AREA."

6. Light green folder entitled 'POLEMICS, POLITICAL: DSS.'

7. Light green folder entitled "POLEMICS, POLITICAL:"

8. Manilla folder entitled "POLEMICS, POLITICAL: FC COPIES."

9. Green folder entitled "POLEMICS, POLITICAL: FC HAULING THE MAIL."

10. Green folder entitled "POLEMICS, POLLITICAL:"

11. Manilla folder entitled "POLEMICS, POLITICAL:"

12. Green folder entitled "POLEMICS, POLITICAL: NNJ PC."

13. Manilla folder entitled "POLEMICS, POLITICAL: NPC: PAROCHIALISM."

14. Green folder entitled "POLEMICS, POLITICAL: POLITBUREAU FAIR WEATHER FRIENDS."

15. Green folder entitled "POLEMICS, POLITICAL: POLITBUREAU - BUILDING OF PRACTICAL PROFESSIONAL REVOLUTIONARY."
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Provisional Party of Communists (PPC), also known as (aka)
Eastern Service Workers Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
Domestic Security/Terrorism


17. Manilla folder entitled "POLEMICS, POLITICAL: POLITBUREAU - GUARDING AND ADVANCING '81."

18. Manilla folder entitled "POLEMICS, POLITICAL: POLITBUREAU - NO SUCH THING AS A WHITE LIE."

19. Manilla folder entitled "POLEMICS, POLITICAL: POLITBUREAU - OP. GULAG/CRFOP."


21. Green folder entitled "POLEMICS, POLITICAL: POLITBUREAU - POLITICAL LEADERSHIP AS MODUS VIVANDI."

22. Manilla folder entitled "POLEMICS, POLITICAL: POLITBUREAU - REVOLUTIONARY RECIPROCITY '80."

23. Manilla folder entitled "POLEMICS, POLITICAL:

24. Manilla folder entitled "POLEMICS, POLITICAL:

25. Green folder entitled "POLEMICS, POLITICAL: POLITBUREAU MASS. UNIT/SABOTAGE."

26. Green folder entitled "POLEMICS, POLITICAL: POLITBUREAU TRUTH IS ON OUR SIDE."
Provisional Party of Communists (PPC), also known as (aka) Eastern Service Workers Association (ESWA); National Labor Federation (NATLFED); Domestic Security/Terrorism.

27. Green folder entitled "POLEMICS, POLITICAL:"

28. Manilla folder entitled "POLEMICS, POLITICAL:"

29. Manilla folder entitled "POLEMICS, POLITICAL: COMMISSAR: ACOFF."

30. Manilla folder entitled "POLEMICS, POLITICAL: COMMISSAR: INSTALLATION."

31. Manilla folder entitled "POLEMICS, POLITICAL: TRAINING MANUAL."

32. Manilla folder entitled "POLEMICS, POLITICAL: POLITBUREAU ADMINISTRATIVE SCHEMATA."

33. Folder entitled "POLITBUREAU POLICIES."

34. Folder entitled "CHRONICLE POLITICAL DEPARTMENT MTGS."

35. Folder entitled "POLITBUREAU FUNCTIONARY LISTS."

36. Manilla envelope entitled "FOUNDING DOCUMENTS: POLITBUREAU SCHEMATA."

37. Manilla folder entitled "POLITICAL DEPARTMENT SCHEMATA."

38. Manilla folder entitled "ROLE DESCRIPTIONS."

39. Manilla folder entitled "COMMISSION PAPERS/NATIONAL POLITBUREAU."
Provisional Party of Communists (PPC), also known as (aka)
Eastern Service Workers Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
Domestic Security/Terrorism

40. Manilla folder entitled "COMMISSION PAPERS/
INTERNATIONAL OFFICE COPIES."

41. One pack of papers (rubberbanded) entitled
"ALL - STAFF."

42. Manilla folder entitled "POLITICAL DEPTS. - LOCAL
INSTALLATION."

43. Manilla envelope marked "FOUNDING DOCUMENTS:
SCHEDULING."

44. Red Accordian envelope marked "POLITERN" containing
numerous folders.

45. Manilla folder entitled "VEHICLES OF PROCESS."

46. Manilla folder entitled "FILE SCHEMATA - PROPOSED."

47. Manilla folder entitled "POLITICAL COMMISSAR -
ARENA."

48. Folder entitled "POLITICAL COMMISSAR - PORTFOLIO -
SUFFOLK."

49. Folder entitled "POLITICAL COMMISSAR - LOCAL."

50. Folder entitled "POLITICAL COMMISSAR - LOCAL."

51. Folder entitled "POLITICAL COMMISSAR - REGIONAL."

52. Folder entitled "POLITICAL COMMISSAR - REGIONAL."

53. Folder entitled "POLITICAL COMMISSAR - REGIONAL."
Provisional Party of Communists (PPC), also known as (aka) Eastern Service Workers Association (ESWA); National Labor Federation (NATLFED); Domestic Security/Terrorism.

54. White folder entitled "SNIPC

55. Folder entitled "SNIPC

56. Folder entitled "SNIPC

57. Folder entitled "SNIPC

58. Folder entitled "SNIPC

59. Folder entitled "PROVIDENCE WORK-UP."

On February 17, 1984, the Joint Terrorist Task Force did find the below listed items at 1107 Carroll Street, Apartment 2A, Brooklyn, New York, New York, after a search warrant was executed at said premises.

Found inside of a dark gray metal desk, in the lower right hand drawer were the following items.

1. One black metal (firearms) clip, containing 17 rounds of 45 caliber automatic ammunition.

2. Seventy five rounds of 45 caliber automatic ammunition inside of a pair of brown "leotards."


The following is an inventory of files and papers seized from Room B, 1107, Apartment 2A, Carroll Street, Brooklyn, New York, February 17, 1984, found in a brown cardboard box:

File in the box are labeled as follows:

1. "Offensive Analysis," IV to VIII.
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Provisional Party of Communists (PPC), also known as (aka) Eastern Service Workers Association (ESWA); National Labor Federation (NATLFED); Domestic Security/Terrorism

2. "Offensive Analysis," Part II.
3. "Offensive Analysis," Part III.
4. "Offensive Analysis," Part V.
5. "Offensive Analysis," Part VI.
6. "Offensive Analysis," Part VII.
7. "Offensive Analysis," Part VIII.
9. Inter-Office Memo - subject: "Administration (Briefing of all cadre" dated May 17).
11. File "Demographic Overview Liaison Jackets 11/82."
14. Memo regarding "Notes from FC talking in livingroom after class tonight" dated November 30, 1982.
15. Plain white note cards in clear plastic wrapping.
16. "Lying In Lyons."
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Provisional Party of Communists (PPC),
also known as (aka)
Eastern Service Workers
Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
Domestic Security/Terrorism

18. Two lined legal papers regarding "The Condition of TRX — Assignment to a Small Planet."

19. File, "FC Dictation — name of publication — NEJ's mandate."


22. File regarding "FC Writing."


24. File with "Dam The Democracy . . ."

25. Yellow legal pad paper — "Suffolk Farm Worker Issues."

26. Yellow legal pad paper beginning "...As early as Hamlet the English."

27. File entitled "Fascism Doc."

28. File entitled, "The liberals Last Hurrah."

29. File entitled, "Mandate."

30. File with papers enclosed — no title on file.

31. File entitled, "Condition Red."
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Provisional Party of Communists (PPC), also known as (aka) Eastern Service Workers Association (ESWA); National Labor Federation (NATLFED); Domestic Security/Terrorism

32. File entitled, "General Order."

33. MEMO ENTITLED, "CRITICAL NOTES ON PROPAGANDA BY Organizing Committee For Federation For Progress."

34. Copy of Number 33.

35. File entitled, "Constitution of the Ass. of Financial Aid Students - Wright State Univ."

36. File entitled, "Conversion Process."

37. File entitled, "Critical Note on Propaganda by OC Committee for Federation for Progress."


39. File entitled, "Int'l Organizations Directorate Beginning FC Document to Angus."


41. File entitled, "Cultural Organizations Working File."

42. File entitled, "FC: FC Documents: Field Command 2-10-82."

43. File entitled, "PF: FC: FC Documents: Field Command Assignments (9-01-82)."

44. File entitled, "Field Command Section-A Description - documents file."
Provisional Party of Communists (PPC), also known as (aka)
Eastern Service Workers
Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
Domestic Security/Terrorism

45. File entitled, "2070.01."
46. File entitled, "PF: FC: FC letters: NEJA letter to Art Excombe 7-31-81."
47. File entitled, "Maps."
48. File entitled, "Analysis."
49. Two pieces legal paper, "What Do Cadre Need to Compell Efficient."
50. File entitled, "Administrative Rules Relationships toward Operationalization of Field Operations or Campaigns."
52. File entitled, [Blank]
53. File entitled, "PF: FC: FC Documents Business Fraction (2-81)."
54. File entitled, "Field Command 12/25/82."
55. File entitled, "FC Documents on NEJA 7/15/81."
56. File entitled, "General Order A-1 acoff 10/16/81."
57. File entitled, "Historians Committee on Alternative Resources."
58. File entitled, PF: FC: FC Documents: History-Long Island Equal Justice Ass (7-81)."
Provisional Party of Communists (PPC),
also known as (aka)
Eastern Service Workers
Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
Domestic Security/Terrorism

59. File entitled, "The Length of Time We'll Take To Die."

60. File entitled, "PF: FC: FC Documents: Logistics and Liaison (2-82)."


63. File entitled, "Explanation of Tendency Document."

64. File entitled, "Preciseness is the precis, policy & praxis of the offensive."

65. File entitled, "PF: FC: FC Documents: Role of Field Command Personnel & Apparatus In Suffolk (10-15)."

66. File entitled, "PF: FC: Notes: Committee on Human Rights."

67. File entitled, "PF: FC: Notes: Operation."

68. File entitled, "PF: FC: Notes: Operation Gotterdamning."

69. File entitled, "International Workers Party - Unity Program."

70. File entitled, "TTRA."

71. File entitled, "Foglia Notes."
Provisional Party of Communists (PPC),
also known as (aka)
Eastern Service Workers
Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
Domestic Security/Terrorism

72. File entitled "PC Policy Document."
73. File entitled, "A National Call in the Name of An International Movement, Part I, Part II."
74. File entitled, "Texas Farmworkers Union."
75. Booklet "Progress In The Offensive."
76. Booklet, "Policy Address Offensive 10/7/79."
77. File, "PF: FC: FC Documents: Entity Schemata Insert."
78. File, "re" "Organizing & Red Organizing."
79. File, "Dialectic of Wealth In Bourgeoisie Society."
80. File, "Document of Information As Explanation of Position."
81. File, "Chavez Monement - 12/15/81."
82. File, "Some Accidental & deliberate misconceptions within our party."
83. File, "National Reaffirmation Summer Documents file."
84. File, "National Training Directove One."
85. File, "Noc Orientation - Doc #83b."
86. One red accordion envelope, "Offensive Analysis."
Provisional Party of Communists (PPC), also known as (aka)
Eastern Service Workers
Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLPBD);
Domestic Security/Terrorism

87. One orange folder with various papers.
88. One green folder, "Section III - The Precisioned
Lack of Precision."
89. File, "Offensive Analysis."
90. File, "Offensive Analysis - Section II: Collecturzation & Selecturzation."
91. File, "Offensive Analysis."
92. File, "Offensive Analysis."
93. File, "Offensive Analysis."
94. File, "Offensive Analysis."
95. File, "Offensive Analysis."
96. File, "Offensive Analysis."
97. File, "Offensive Analysis."
98. File, "Offensive Analysis."
99. File, "Organizationel Strategy of Long Island
Equal Justice Ass."
100. File, "Organizing the Unemployed - Speech given at
the IWP Forum, VF Newsletter."
101. File, "Political Reductions."
Provisional Party of Communists (PPC), also known as (aka) Eastern Service Workers Association (ESWA); National Labor Federation (NATLFED); Domestic Security/Terrorism

102. File, "Lying In Lyons."

103. File, "FC Writings Broadcast Administrations, Estates, . . . ."

104. File, "Notes."

105. File, "Factual Victory & Strategic Route."

On February 17, 1984, a search was conducted at 1107 Carroll Street, Apartment 2-A, Brooklyn, New York, pursuant to a search warrant issued by the United States District Court, Judge Henry Bramwell, Eastern District of New York.

As a result of this search, the following was recovered in the front room of Apartment 2-A in a grey metal file cabinet designated as drawer Number 2 adjacent to a front room designated as "the cave":

1. One grey manila folder entitled, "Cha - History - Commission of the Reverend."

2. One blue plastic folder entitled, "The Farm Labor Movement and The Silent Majority."

3. One blue plastic folder entitled, Personal Listing, Numerical Index - Marked Classified.

4. One brown manila folder entitled, "Farm Labor Organization, The Silent Majority - Rev. HX."

5. One grey manila folder entitled, "History of the Labor Organization."
Provisional Party of Communists (PPC),
also known as (aka),
Eastern Service Workers
Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
Domestic Security/Terrorism

6. One brown manila folder entitled, "Class - VI.M
   Young Strike - O - Commission of the Rev. HX."

7. One brown manila folder entitled, "HJS - Comm.
   Classes - Sociology and the Unrecognized Worker."

8. One grey manila folder entitled, "Focus on U.S.
   Labor History."

9. One grey manila folder entitled, "History as to
   History of Class Struggle."

10. One grey manila folder entitled, "US Labor History,
    based on the book Labors Untold Story: Commission
    of the Rev. History."

11. One manila folder entitled, "MJNJ - Classes."

12. One manila folder entitled, "News Letter Production
    and Disto: Mini Class Submissions: See of RH."

13. One manila folder entitled, "CDR - Classes 'Why We
    Canvass.'"

14. One manila folder entitled, "Classes, 'I don't
    think Russia is a socialist country.'"

15. One manila folder entitled, "Russian History,
    Classes, Rev. HX. Commission. WF."

16. One grey manila folder entitled, "Special Classes,
    Beginning at the beginning."

17. One manila folder entitled, "Classes: OP. PEAFF.-
    LJNE: General Lines."
Provisional Party of Communists (PPC),
also known as (aka)
Eastern Service Workers
Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
Domestic Security/Terrorism

18. One manila folder entitled, "Classes: Reading List."
19. One manila folder entitled, "Analysis Class."
20. One manila folder entitled, "Mini-Class House Meetings."
21. One manila folder entitled, "Mini-Class Glossery of Terms."
22. One manila folder entitled, "Facism."
23. One manila folder entitled, "Leberal's Last Horae."
24. One manila folder entitled, "Setting the Store."
25. One large green index card entitled, "Committee of Responsibility."
26. One manila folder entitled, "Omintern."
27. One brown manila folder entitled, "Tapes Inventory."
28. One brown manila folder entitled, "Tapes, Equipment."
29. One brown manila folder entitled, "Protocols."
30. One brown manila folder entitled, "Supply, Demand and Exterior Resources."
31. One green manila folder entitled, "Use and Use Value."
Provisional Party of Communists (PPC),
also known as (aka)
Eastern Service Workers
Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
Domestic Security/Terrorism.

32. One Manila folder entitled, "Transcripts, orders to the Western Region."
33. One brown Manila folder entitled, "Requests, unconsummated."
34. One brown Manila folder entitled, "Tapes, log of copies sent to the field."
35. One green Manila folder entitled, "Class Series, WR, Monday night."
36. One Manila folder entitled, "C, of R. H. - WF."
37. One Manila folder entitled, "Classes FC. - Class Tapes."
38. One Manila folder entitled, "Class, on the analysis."
39. One green index card entitled, "Documents."
40. One grey Manila folder entitled, "District Council Number One briefing, DOC."
41. One green index card entitled, "Letter D."
42. One Manila folder entitled, "Leadership Genisis, Commission of Responsibility, Rev. HY - C- WF."
43. One grey Manila folder entitled, "Commission of Responsibility - CPS Tools for Lateralizations."
Provisional Party of Communists (PPC),
also known as (aka)
Eastern Service Workers
Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
Domestic Security/Terrorism

46. One manila folder entitled, "Correspondence - Party Files - Commission of Respo."

47. One manila folder entitled, "Commission of Respo - West Coast Installation."

48. One brown manila folder entitled, "Commission of Respo, Commission to Construct."

49. One manila folder entitled, "Commission of Respo, "SITU - STRATEGIC, Overview."

50. One manila folder entitled, "Commission of Respo, NLC - Presentation."

51. One brown manila folder entitled, "Briefing Paraphernalia Format."

52. One manila folder entitled, "Commission of Respo, Jurisdiction, Political - Practical."

53. One manila folder entitled, "Commission of Respo, Cardre File Request."

54. One manila folder entitled, "Orders to Implement."

55. One manila folder entitled, "Original Participants."

56. One manila folder entitled, "Commission of Respo, "

57. One orange manila folder entitled, "Commission of Respo - Documentation - Supplemental."
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58. One manila folder entitled, "FC - Documents, Sign Out Log."

59. One brown manila folder entitled, "Field Command."

60. One manila folder entitled, "Documents/Index."

61. One manila folder entitled, "Alphabetical Index/By Slugline/Titled."

62. One manila folder entitled, "Series B - Documentation Inventory - Committee of the Reverend. History/WF."

63. One manila folder entitled, "The Communist Party USA."

64. One green index card "E."

65. One green manila folder entitled, "Demographic/Working File/Boston."

66. One green manila folder entitled, "New Brunswick."

67. One green manila folder entitled, "Suffolk/Riverhead."

68. One green manila folder entitled, "Suffolk/LIAP Containt Entity Problems."

69. One green manila folder entitled, "Suffolk/OC."

70. One green manila folder entitled, "Rochester."
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also known as (aka)
Eastern Service Workers
Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
Domestic Security/Terrorism

71. One green manila folder entitled, "Mercer."
72. One green manila folder entitled, "Atlantic City."
73. One green manila folder entitled, "Western Mass, Labor Action."
74. One green manila folder entitled, "Bay Area."
75. One green manila folder entitled, "Medford."
76. Redding
77. One green manila folder entitled, "Sacramento."
78. One green manila folder entitled, "Santa Ana."
79. One green manila folder entitled, "San Diego."
80. One green manila folder entitled, "Demographic/Working File."
81. One green manila folder entitled, "AD - AR - CEN."
82. One green manila folder entitled, "Coshaad."
83. One green manila folder entitled, "Metro Number 1."
84. One green manila folder entitled, "Metro Number 2."
85. One green manila folder entitled, "NOC."
86. One green manila folder entitled, "Ohio."
Provisional Party of Communists (PPC),
also known as (aka)
Eastern Service Workers
Association (ESWA); National Labor Federation (NATLFED); Domestic Security/Terrorism

87. One green manila folder entitled, "Lyons."
88. One green index card entitled, "Entry Thrust."
89. One manila folder entitled, "Entry Thrust, May Farina/Metro One Entity Description/FC."
90. One manila folder entitled, "Entry Thrust, Manhattan Arena/Metro One."
91. One green manila folder entitled, "Manhattan Arena, Arena OPS, Installation."
92. One manila folder entitled, "Entry Thrust, Manhattan Arena Metro Two."
93. One manila folder entitled, "L/Shape Fraction/National Development."
94. One grey manila folder entitled, "Force 102 - WMLA."
95. One grey manila folder entitled, "PP/ESWA/Boston, Boston Basda, YA."
96. One grey manila folder entitled, "Natltd/Series/A/Organization Schemata."
98. One grey manila folder entitled, "Force 102 - Suffolk."
Provisional Party of Communists (PPC),
also known as (aka)
Eastern Service Workers
Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
Domestic Security/Terrorism

100. One green index card "F."
101. One grey folder entitled, "Fractions, Bibliography."
102. One manila folder entitled, "Fraction Document."
103. One grey manila folder entitled, "Business Fraction."
104. One grey manila folder entitled, "The National Foundation for Alternative Resources."
105. One grey manila folder entitled, "The National Labor Federation."
106. One grey manila folder entitled, "The National Legal Fraction."
107. One grey manila folder entitled, "Fraction/NEJA."
108. One grey manila folder entitled, "Press."
110. One manila folder entitled, "Law Firm Entigization/FC Briefing and Meeting with Legal Staff."
111. One manila folder entitled, "Regional Meetings, The Eastern Farm Workers Association."
112. One green index card "G."
Provisional Party of Communists (PPC),
also known as (aka)
Eastern Service Workers
Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
Domestic Security/Terrorism

b6 113. One white manila folder entitled, "Program, NNJ."

b7C 114. One grey manila folder entitled, "General Order, A- I/ACOFF."

b7C 115. One grey manila folder entitled, "Genisis Party."

b7C 116. One manila folder entitled, "Grele Letter."

On February 17, 1984, a search was conducted at
1107 Carroll Street, Apartment 2A, Brooklyn, New York, pursuant
to a search warrant issued by the United States District Court
Judge Henry Bramwell of the Eastern District of New York.

As a result of this search the following was recovered
in the front room of Apartment 2A, adjacent to the room
designated as "The Cave." One cream colored metal filing drawer
to be designated drawer number five containing the following
manila folders:

1. A manila folder, numbered 244, with the name 

2. A manila folder, numbered 227, with the name 

3. A green manila folder, entitled West Part Original,
   Member Profiles, with the name 

4. A manila folder, numbered 100, with the name 
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also known as (aka)
Eastern Service Workers
Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
Domestic Security/Terrorism

5. A Manila folder, numbered 101, with the name

6. A Manila folder, numbered 102, with the name

7. A brown folder, numbered 105, with the name

8. A brown folder, numbered 107, with the name

9. A brown folder, numbered 108, with the name

10. A brown folder, numbered 109, with the name

11. A Manila folder, numbered 110, with the name

12. A Manila folder, numbered 114, with the name

13. A Manila folder, numbered 115, with the name

14. A Manila folder, numbered 116, with the name

15. A green Manila folder, numbered 117, with the name

16. A green Manila folder, numbered 118, with the name
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17. A green manila folder, numbered 119, with the name 

18. A green manila folder, numbered 120, with the name 

19. A green manila folder, numbered 121, with the name 

20. A green manila folder, numbered 122, with the name 

21. A green manila folder, numbered 123, with the name 

22. A manila folder, numbered 124, with the name 

23. A manila folder, numbered 126, with the name 

24. A manila folder, numbered 127, with the name 

25. A manila folder, numbered 128, with the name 

26. A manila folder, numbered 129, with the name 

27. A brown manila folder, numbered 130, with the name
Provisional Party of Communists (PPC),
also known as (aka)
Eastern Service Workers
Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
Domestic Security/Terrorism

28. A brown manila folder, numbered 131, with the name __________

29. A manila folder, numbered 132, with the name __________

30. A brown manila folder, numbered 133, with the name __________

31. A brown manila folder, numbered 136, with the name __________

32. A manila folder, numbered 137, with the name __________

33. A manila folder, numbered 138, with the name __________

34. A manila folder, numbered 139, with the name __________

35. A brown folder, numbered 140, with the name __________

36. A brown folder, numbered 141, with the name __________

37. A brown folder, numbered 142, with the name __________

38. A brown folder, numbered 143, with the name __________

39. A brown folder, numbered 147, with the name __________
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also known as (aka)
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Domestic Security/Terrorism

40. A manila folder, numbered 150, with the name

41. A manila folder, numbered 151, with the name

42. A green folder, numbered 154, with the name

43. A green folder, numbered 155, with the name

44. A manila folder, numbered 156, with the name

45. A green folder, numbered 157, with the name

46. A green folder, numbered 158, with the name

47. A green folder, numbered 159, with the name

48. A manila folder, numbered 161, with the name

49. A manila folder, numbered 162, with the name

50. A manila folder, numbered 165, with the name

51. A green folder, numbered 166, with the name
Provisional Party of Communists (PPC),
also known as: (aka)
Eastern Service Workers
Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
Domestic Security/Terrorism

52. A manila folder, numbered 168, with the name

53. A manila folder, numbered 169, with the name

54. A manila folder, numbered 173, with the name

55. A manila folder, numbered 174, with the name

56. A manila folder, numbered 176, with the name

57. A manila folder, numbered 177, with the name

58. A manila folder, numbered 178, with the name

59. A manila folder, numbered 179, with the name

60. A manila folder, numbered 181, with the name

61. A manila folder, numbered 182, with the name

62. A manila folder, numbered 184, with the name
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also known as (aka)
Eastern Service Workers
Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
Domestic Security/Terrorism

63. A green folder, numbered 185, with the name

64. A green folder, numbered 186, with the name

65. A green folder, numbered 187, with the name

66. A green folder, numbered 188, with the name

67. A green folder, numbered 189, with the name

68. A manila folder, numbered 190, with the name

69. A green folder, numbered 191, with the name

70. A green folder, numbered 192, with the name

71. A brown folder, numbered 194, with the name

72. A manila folder, numbered 195, with the name

73. A manila folder, numbered 196, with the name
Provisional Party of Communists (PPC), also known as (aka)
Eastern Service Workers
Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
Domestic Security/Terrorism

74. A manila folder, numbered 199, with the name

75. A green folder, numbered 200, with the name

76. A green folder, numbered 202, with the name

77. A green folder, numbered 204, with the name

78. A green folder, numbered 205, with the name

79. A green folder, numbered 206, with the name

80. A green folder, numbered 207, with the name

81. A green folder, numbered 208, with the name

82. A green folder, numbered 209, with the name

83. A green folder, numbered 210, with the name

84. A green folder, numbered 212, with the name

85. A manila folder, numbered 216, with the name
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also known as (aka)
Eastern Service Workers
Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
Domestic Security/Terrorism

86. A manila folder, entitled Suffolk Arena-PC.
87. A green folder, numbered 219, with the name

88. A green folder, numbered 220, with the name

89. A manila folder, numbered 221, with the name

90. A green folder, numbered 222, with the name

91. A green folder, numbered 223, with the name

92. A manila folder, numbered 224, with the name

93. A green folder, numbered 225, with the name

94. A green folder, numbered 226, with the name

95. A green folder, numbered 227, with the name

96. An orange folder, numbered 228, with the name

97. A green folder, numbered 229, with the name
Provisional Party of Communists (PPC), also known as (aka) Eastern Service Workers Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
Domestic Security/Terrorism

98. A manila folder, numbered 230, with the name

99. A manila folder, numbered 231, with the name

100. A green folder, numbered 232, with the name

101. A green folder, numbered 233, with the name

102. A green folder, numbered 234, with the name

103. A green folder, numbered 235, with the name

104. A green folder, numbered 236, with the name

105. A green folder, numbered 237, with the name

106. A green folder, numbered 238, with the name

107. A manila folder, numbered 239, with the name

108. A green folder, numbered 241, with the name
Provisional Party of Communists (PPC), also known as (aka) Eastern Service Workers Association (ESWA); National Labor Federation (NATLFED); Domestic Security/Terrorism

109. A green folder, numbered 242, with the name 

110. A green folder, numbered 244, with the name 

111. A green folder, numbered 245, with the name 

On February 17, 1984, a search was conducted at 1107 Carroll Street, Apartment 2A, Brooklyn, New York, pursuant to a search warrant issued by the United States District Court Judge Henry Bramwell of the Eastern District of New York.

As a result of this search, the following was recovered in the front room of Apartment 2A, adjacent to the room designated as "The Cave." One cream colored metal drawer labeled "Cdr-Files Number One," to be designated as drawer number one containing the following manila folders:

1. A green manila folder, numbered 483, entitled

2. A green manila folder, numbered 484, entitled

3. A green manila folder, numbered 485, entitled

4. A green manila folder, numbered 486, entitled

5. A manila folder, numbered 488, entitled
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also known as (aka)
Eastern Service Workers
Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
Domestic Security/Terrorism

6. A manila folder, numbered 489, entitled

7. A manila folder, numbered 490, entitled

8. A manila folder, numbered 491, entitled

9. A manila folder, numbered 493, entitled

10. A manila folder, numbered 495, entitled

11. A manila folder, numbered 497, entitled

12. A manila folder, numbered 498, entitled

13. A manila folder, numbered 499, entitled

14. A manila folder, numbered 506, entitled

15. A manila folder, numbered 508, entitled

16. A manila folder, numbered 509, entitled

17. A manila folder, numbered 510, entitled

18. A manila folder, numbered 511, entitled
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>A manila folder, numbered 512, entitled Provisional Party of Communists (PPC), also known as (aka) Eastern Service Workers Association (ESWA), National Labor Federation (NATLFD), Domestic Security/Terrorism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>A manila folder, numbered 513, entitled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>A manila folder, numbered 514, entitled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>A manila folder, numbered 515, entitled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>A manila folder, numbered 516, entitled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>A manila folder, numbered 517, entitled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>A manila folder, numbered 518, entitled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>A manila folder, numbered 519, entitled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>A manila folder, numbered 520, entitled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>A manila folder, numbered 521, entitled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>A manila folder, numbered 522, entitled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>A manila folder, numbered 523, entitled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>A manila folder, numbered 524, entitled</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Provisional Party of Communists (PPC),
also known as (aka)
Eastern Service Workers
Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
Domestic Security/Terrorism

32. A manila folder, numbered 530, entitled

33. A manila folder, numbered 531, entitled

34. A manila folder, numbered 532, entitled

35. A manila folder, numbered 533, entitled

36. A manila folder, numbered 534, entitled

37. A manila folder, numbered 535, entitled

38. A manila folder, numbered 538, entitled

39. A manila folder, numbered 540, entitled

40. A manila folder, numbered 541, entitled

41. A manila folder, numbered 514 (no name).

42. A manila folder, numbered 544, entitled

43. A manila folder, numbered 545, entitled
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44. A manila folder, numbered 549, entitled

45. A manila folder, numbered 555, entitled

46. A manila folder, numbered 556, entitled

47. A manila folder, numbered 563, entitled

48. A manila folder, numbered 570, entitled

49. A manila folder, numbered 571, entitled

50. A manila folder, numbered 575, entitled

51. A manila folder, numbered 588, entitled

52. A manila folder, numbered 600, entitled

53. A manila folder, numbered 603, entitled

54. A manila folder, numbered 619, entitled

55. A manila folder, numbered 635, entitled

Provisional Party of Communists (PPC),
also known as (aka)
Eastern Service Workers
Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
Domestic Security/Terrorism

57. A manila folder, numbered 637, entitled

58. A manila folder, numbered 638, entitled

59. A manila folder, numbered 639, entitled

60. A manila folder, numbered 640, entitled

61. A manila folder, numbered 641, entitled

62. A manila folder, numbered 642, entitled

63. A manila folder, numbered 645, entitled Dave Shelton - deceased cadre.

64. A manila folder, numbered 646, entitled

65. A manila folder, numbered 647, entitled

66. A manila folder, numbered 665, entitled

67. A manila folder, numbered 537, entitled

68. A manila folder, numbered 641, entitled
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also known as (aka)
Eastern Service Workers
Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
Domestic Security/Terrorism

69. A manila folder, numbered 612, entitled

70. A manila folder, numbered 652, entitled

71. A manila folder, entitled

72. A manila folder, numbered 653, entitled

73. A manila folder, numbered 296, entitled

74. A manila folder, numbered 611, entitled

75. A manila folder, numbered 648, entitled

76. A manila folder, numbered 614, entitled

77. A manila folder, numbered 634, entitled

78. A manila folder, numbered 591, entitled

79. A manila folder, numbered 643, entitled

80. A manila folder, numbered 581, entitled

81. A manila folder, numbered 613, entitled
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Eastern Service Workers
Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
Domestic Security/Terrorism

82. A manila folder, numbered 621, entitled

83. A manila folder, numbered 584, entitled

84. A manila folder, numbered 587, entitled

85. A manila folder, numbered 594, entitled

86. A manila folder, numbered 666, entitled

87. A manila folder, numbered 596, entitled

88. A manila folder, numbered 588, entitled

89. A manila folder, numbered 622, entitled

90. A manila folder, numbered 604, entitled

91. A manila folder, numbered 507, entitled

92. One brown spiral notebook measuring 7 3/4" x 5" notation on front cover reads, "Mass-Recruitment-East AD-AR 5/31/80."

93. One Pen Tab spiral notebook price of .59 on front cover.
Provisional Party of Communists (PPC),
also known as (aka)
Eastern Service Workers
Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
Domestic Security/Terrorism

94. One brown spiral notebook - "East Coast/Sat.
Recruitment Sessions 1/6/80."

95. One brown spiral notebook front cover is dated
7/17/79.

96. One brown Pen Tab spiral notebook 5" x 8".

97. A gray manila folder, numbered 659, entitled

98. A gray manila folder, numbered 658, entitled

99. A gray manila folder, numbered 657, entitled

100. A gray manila folder, numbered 656, entitled

101. A gray manila folder, numbered 655, entitled

102. A manila folder, numbered 654, entitled

103. A manila folder, numbered 543, entitled

104. A manila folder, numbered 605, entitled

105. A manila folder, numbered 592, entitled
Provisional Party of Communists (PPC),
also known as (aka)
Eastern Service Workers
Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
Domestic Security/Terrorism

106. A manila folder, entitled

107. A manila folder, numbered 654, entitled

108. A manila folder, numbered 664, entitled

109. A manila folder, numbered 662, entitled

110. A manila folder, numbered 550, entitled

111. A manila folder, numbered 585, entitled

112. A manila folder, numbered 589, entitled

113. A manila folder, numbered 593, entitled

114. A manila folder, numbered 586, entitled

115. A manila folder, numbered 649, entitled

116. A manila folder, numbered 595, entitled

117. A manila folder, numbered 551, entitled

118. A manila folder, numbered 547, entitled
Provisional Party of Communists (PPC), also known as (aka) Eastern Service Workers Association (ESWA); National Labor Federation (NATLFED); Domestic Security/Terrorism

119. A gray manila folder, numbered 606, entitled

120. A manila folder, numbered 661, entitled

121. A manila folder, numbered 572, entitled

122. A manila folder, numbered 597, entitled

123. A manila folder, numbered 583, entitled

124. A manila folder, numbered 548, entitled

125. A manila folder, numbered 602, entitled

126. A manila folder, numbered 610, entitled

127. A manila folder, numbered 539, entitled

128. A manila folder, numbered 660, entitled

129. A manila folder, numbered 542, entitled

130. A manila folder, numbered 609, entitled

131. A manila folder, numbered 650, entitled

132. A manila folder, numbered 574, entitled
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133. A manila folder, numbered 616, entitled

134. A manila folder, numbered 620, entitled

135. A manila folder, numbered 573, entitled

136. A manila folder, numbered 90, entitled

137. A manila folder, numbered 651, entitled

138. A manila folder, numbered 399, entitled

139. A manila folder, numbered 599, entitled

On February 17, 1984, a search was conducted at 1107 Carroll Street, Apartment 2A, Brooklyn, New York, pursuant to a search warrant issued by the United States District Court Judge Henry Bramwell of the Eastern District of New York. As a result of this search, the following was recovered in the front room of Apartment 2A, adjacent to the room designated at (The Cave). One cream colored metal filing drawer to be designated as drawer number two containing an index label Cdr. File Number Two:

1. Manila folder, numbered 246, with the name of

2. Manila folder, numbered 247, with the name of
Provisional Party of Communists (PPC),
also known as (aka)
Eastern Service Workers
Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
Domestic Security/Terrorism

3. Manila folder, numbered 248, with the name of

4. Manila folder, numbered 249, with the name of

5. Manila folder, numbered 250, with the name of

6. Manila folder, numbered 251, with the name of

7. Manila folder, numbered 252, with the name of

8. Manila folder, numbered 253, with the name of

9. Manila folder, numbered 254, with the name of

10. Manila folder, numbered 258, with the name of

11. Manila folder, numbered 259, with the name of

12. Manila folder, numbered 261, with the name of

13. Manila folder, numbered 262, with the name of

14. Manila folder, numbered 263, with the name of
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also known as (aka)
Eastern Service Workers
Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
Domestic Security/Terrorism

15. Manila folder, numbered 264, with the name of

16. Manila folder, numbered 265, with the name of

17. Manila folder, numbered 266, with the name of

18. Manila folder, numbered 267, with the name of

19. Manila folder, numbered 273, with the name of

20. Manila folder, numbered 274, with the name of

21. Manila folder, numbered 274, with the name of

22. Manila folder, numbered 276, with the name of

23. Manila folder, numbered 277, with the name of

24. Manila folder, numbered 280, with the name of

25. Manila folder, numbered 282, with the name of

26. Manila folder, numbered 291, with the name of
Provisional Party of Communists (PPC), also known as (aka) Eastern Service Workers Association (ESWA); National Labor Federation (NATLFED); Domestic Security/Terrorism

27. Manila folder, numbered 293, with the name of

28. Manila folder, numbered 309, with the name of

29. Manila folder, numbered 324, with the name of

30. Manila folder, numbered 327, with the name of

31. Manila folder, numbered 334, with the name of

32. Manila folder, numbered 338, with the name of

33. Manila folder, numbered 346, with the name of

34. Manila folder, numbered 348, with the name of

35. Manila folder, numbered 353, with the name of

36. Manila folder, numbered 365, with the name of

37. Manila folder, numbered 370, with the name of
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also known as (aka)
Eastern Service Workers
Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
Domestic Security/Terrorism

38. Manila folder, numbered 376, with the name of  

39. Manila folder, numbered 384, with the name of  

40. Manila folder, numbered 385, with the name of  

41. Manila folder, numbered 387, with the name of  

42. Manila folder, numbered 287, with the name of  

43. Manila folder, numbered 288, with the name of  

44. Manila folder, numbered 290, with the name of  

45. Manila folder, numbered 389, with the name of  

46. Manila folder, numbered 391, with the name of  

47. Manila folder, numbered 392, with the name of  

48. Manila folder, numbered 394, with the name of  

49. Manila folder, numbered 400, with the name of  
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also known as (aka)
Eastern Service Workers
Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
Domestic Security/Terrorism

50. Manila folder, numbered 401, with the name of

51. Manila folder, numbered 402, with the name of

52. Manila folder, numbered 403, with the name of

53. Manila folder, numbered 404, with the name of

54. Manila folder, numbered 406, with the name of

55. Manila folder, numbered 408, with the name of

56. Manila folder, numbered 409, with the name of

57. Manila folder, numbered 410, with the name of

58. Manila folder, numbered 411, with the name of

59. Manila folder, numbered 412, with the name of

60. Manila folder, numbered 414, with the name of
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Provisional Party of Communists (PPC),
also known as (aka)
Eastern Service Workers
Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
Domestic Security/Terrorism

61. Manila folder, numbered 415, with the name of
   
62. Manila folder, numbered 416, with the name of
   
63. Manila folder, numbered 417, with the name of
   
64. Manila folder, numbered 418, with the name of
   
65. Manila folder, numbered 419, with the name of
   
66. Manila folder, numbered 422, with the name of
   
67. Manila folder, numbered 445, with the name of
   
68. Manila folder, numbered 447, with the name of
   
69. Manila folder, numbered 448, with the name of
   
70. Manila folder, numbered 449, with the name of
   
71. Manila folder, numbered 436, with the name of
Provisional Party of Communists (PPC),
also known as (aka)
Eastern Service Workers
Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
Domestic Security/Terrorism

72. Manila folder, numbered 438, with the name of

73. Manila folder, numbered 439, with the name of

74. Manila folder, numbered 442, with the name of

75. Manila folder, numbered 443, with the name of

76. Manila folder, numbered 444, with the name of

77. Manila folder, numbered 423, with the name of

78. Manila folder, numbered 424, with the name of

79. Manila folder, numbered 425 (blank folder).

80. Manila folder, numbered 427, with the name of

81. Manila folder, numbered 428, with the name of

82. Manila folder, numbered 429, with the name of

83. Manila folder, numbered 431, with the name of
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Eastern Service Workers
Association (ESWA);
National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
Domestic Security/Terrorism

84. Manila folder, numbered 432, with the name of

85. Manila folder, numbered 433, with the name of

86. Manila folder, numbered 473, with the name of

87. Manila folder, numbered 474, with the name of

88. Manila folder, numbered 476, with the name of

89. Manila folder, numbered 479, with the name of

90. Manila folder, numbered 480, with the name of

91. Manila folder, numbered 483, with the name of

92. Manila folder, numbered 463, with the name of

93. Manila folder, numbered 464, with the name of

94. Manila folder, numbered 465, with the name of

95. Manila folder, numbered 466, with the name of
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96. Manila folder, numbered 467, with the name of

97. Manila folder, numbered 468, with the name of

98. Manila folder, numbered 469, with the name of

99. Manila folder, numbered 471, with the name of

100. Manila folder, numbered 450, with the name of

101. Manila folder, numbered 452, with the name of

102. Manila folder, numbered 453, with the name of

103. Manila folder, numbered 454, with the name of

104. Manila folder, numbered 456, with the name of

105. Manila folder, numbered 458, with the name of

106. Manila folder, numbered 461, with the name of

107. Manila folder, numbered , with the name of
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On February 17, 1984, a search was conducted at 1107 Carroll Street, Apartment 2A, Brooklyn, New York, pursuant to a search warrant issued by United States District Court Judge Henry Bramwell, Eastern District of New York (EDNY).

As a result of this search, the following was recovered in the front room of Apartment 2A, adjacent to the room designated as "The Cave".

One gray file drawer containing inserts marked A thru C with the below listed headings on folders.

1. Acute offensive: The acute contradiction REV. HX-C
2. ACOFF/FFJN: New Economic Program
3. ACOFF/PLIN: Big & Contracts
4. Ancillary Groupings: Omni Bus
5. Ancillary Groupings: Pitcher
7. Associate Political Commissar Portfolio
8. Associate Political Commissar Pro Tem/Rogers-Portfolio
10. Training & Certification: Party Approach-Assoc, PC WF
11. Training & Certification: Regional Political Commissar-Assoc. PC WF (Empty)
12. Training & Certification: Constitution Presentation-Assoc. PC
14. Ancillary Groupings: Atlantic City
15. Ancillary Groupings: New Brunswick
16. Ancillary Groupings: Philly
17. Ancillary Groupings: WMLA
18. Briefings
19. Board of Inquiry
20. Assignments (Board of Inquiry)
21. Chronology (Board of Inquiry)
22. Definitions/RSCH (Board of Inquiry)
23. Interviews (Board of Inquiry)
24. Letters Acceptance (Board of Inquiry)
25. Meetings (Board of Inquiry)
26. Orders (Board of Inquiry)
27. Participants (Board of Inquiry)
28. Schedule (Board of Inquiry)
29. Statement of Intent (Board of Inquiry)
30. Bourgeoisie War is the period between two
    Depressions - Line
31. Briefings: List of trained briefers Conosp:WF

32. Cadre: List West Coast

33. All rubberband together
   West: San Diego WSWA: Cadre Personnel Data
   West: Reding: CHA: Cadre Personnel Data
   West: S Cruz: Cadre: Personnel Data
   Santa Cruz: Personnel Schemata
   West: Orange CHA: Cadre Personnel Data
   West: Sacto: CHA: Cadre Personnel Demography

34. Chair's Speech to National Labor College October, 1979

35. Chair's Speech to National Labor College 23 March 1980

36. Chair's Speech to National Labor College 8 June, 1980

37. Chair's Speech to National Labor College 25 July, 1980

38. Chair's Speech to National Labor College 23 January, 1983

39. Black looseleaf missing front cover

40. Chair Speech July 18, 1983

41. Vols Class I.M. Young Strike First Principles of Labor Organizing

42. Systems Theory: Comm. of Rev. Hist: WF

43. Strata Organizing Rev. HX. Comm WF

44. Vols Class: Systemic Organizing Comm. of Rev. Hist

45. Vols Class: Attempt at the beginning: REV. HX Comm WF

46. Commission of PPP: WF: unit
   Meeting Minutes: SD Orange Unit

47. Commission of PPP: WF: Unit
   Meeting Minutes: SNJ Unit: '83
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48. Commission of PPP:
Meeting Minutes: Medford Unit: '83

49. Commission of PPP: WP: Unit
Meeting Minutes: Oakland Unit '83

50. Commission of PPP:
Meeting Minutes: Sacto/Redd: '83

51. Commission of PPP:
Meeting Minutes: Santa Cruz Unit: '83

52. Commission of PPP:
Meeting Minutes: NNJ Unit: '83

53. Commission of PPP:
Missing Minutes: West, Region: '83

54. Commission of PPP:
Missing Minutes: Suffolk Unit: '83

55. Commission of PPP:
Missing Minutes: Upstate Unit '83

56. So-Cal Unit Minutes '83

57. 2nd Documents re office


Reaffirmation: Protocol Instatement: Standing Chairs
and Parliamentarians

60. What is a Political Unit

61. National Party Cell: Unit Realignment Reaffirmation

One cream colored file drawer containing inserts marked
R thru Z

1. Radio Broadcast
2. Role Description—folder blank
3. [Blank]

b6
b7C
4. Red Papers
5. Rotunda: NL\textsuperscript{omission} WF
6. Rotunda Briefings
7. PF:FC: Documents: Rotunda
8. Logistic & Liaison
9. Admin. Rotunda
10. Safe addresses
11. Safe phones
12. Scheduling: Politbureau Weekly
13. \\
14. \\
15. Santa Cruz Unit
16. Security Briefings & Policy
17. Size & Scope Work-up
18. Green folder: Building & Development Trucking & Transportation
19. Black folder: Initial Research (Size & Scope)
20. The Social Democratic View of The National Questions
21. Sponsorship Reaffirmation "Briefing for Sponsors"
22. Sponsorship Reaffirmation "Sponsor Assignments"
23. Sponsorship Reaffirmation Functionary Interview
24. Sponsorship Reaffirmation Functionary Interview- Letter Requesting Admission
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25. Sponsorship Reaffirmation
   Functionary Interview - Lateralization Project
26. Storage, Basement Inventory
27. Storage, Dead
28. Supervision, Political- "Gray folder"
29. Supervision, Political- buff folder
30. Suspicious Calls
31. Syndicate
32. Syndicate- Open Letter
33. MBA Floor Plan
34. Systemic Organizing: Entity Newsletter
35. Systemic Organizing: Phone Training
36. Systemic Organizing: Natlfed SPEC
37. Systemic Organizing: Phone Training Manual
38. Systemic Organizing: Bene II
39. Systemic Organizing: Systemic Rectification
40. Systemic Organizing: Terminology
41. Systemic Organizing: Politics of Bene
42. Systemic Organizing: What Every Entity Should Contain
43. Texas: Alliance for Labor Action
44 Texas: Alianza General
45. Texas: Briefing
46. Rev. HX. Texas
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47. Texas Operations
48. Acute Offensive
49. Texas: Los Siete
50. Obreios Unidos Independente
51. Texas: Political Documents
52. Texas: Press
53. Texas: Professional Advantage Center
54. Texas: Tactical Strategies
55. Tengo Texas
56. Texas: Tengo Tomar
57. TFWU- Corrido
58. Texas: Tengo Texas Tomar
59. Texas: Texas Farm Workers Union
60. Texas: Tijerina & The Alianza
61. Texicana Transnational
63. Training Programs: National Network
64. Training Programs: National PRO
65. Training Programs: Politbureau Commissions
66. The Twenty One Conditions
67. Brown folder containing several buff folders
68. WMLA: Position Paper
69. Gruber Book: What Is To Be Done
70. WMLA: Position Paper Draft #4
71. WMLA: Position Paper Draft #3
72. WMLA: Berkshire Eagle Article Series October '83
73. WMLA: Political Program
74. Youth Fraction
75. Project Reclamation: Floorplan
76. Condition Red
77. MF Liaison Program
78. MF National Reaff. Summer
79. MF National Reaff. Summer
80. MF: Political Line
81. Politbureau-MF Project Code #1 Confidential
82. Politbureau/ACOFFNOV. Strategy
83. Series A Suspense Log
84. Series A/ Philadelphia/SUS
85. Series A/ WMLA/SUS
86. Series A/ New Brunswick
87. November Strategy-Southwest Region
88. West Coast: Political Department
89. West Coast: History
90. Political- National Reaff. Summer
Provisional Party of Communists (PPC), also known as (aka) Eastern Service Workers Association (ESWA); National Labor Federation (NATLFED); Domestic Security/Terrorism

On February 17, 1984, pursuant to a search warrant, a search was conducted at 1115 Carroll Avenue, Apartment 1A, Brooklyn, New York. Upon entering the address, the following people were found to be inside:

The address is an apartment converted into a doctor's office. It was discovered upon entering that a male was on an examination table with an obvious compound fracture of his right lower leg. This person refused to provide his identity until an Agent familiar with the case identified him as [_______] At that point, [_______] admitted his identity, stating he had incurred this injury on his own actions when Agents had entered the premises.

An ambulance was requested. Upon arrival of the ambulance, Emergency Medical Technicians (EMT) [_______] entered Kings County Hospital, EMS Garage, 451 Clarkson Avenue, Brooklyn, New York, 11203, EMS Unit 33 Adam, entered and prepared to administer medical treatment.
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Everyone was patted down for weapons prior to the search being initiated for safety with two knives being found. The search was conducted without incident.

The following is information obtained from persons at the address:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex/Race:</td>
<td>Female/Caucasian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Address:       |       |

| Date of Birth: |       |
| Place of Birth:|       |

| New York Driver's License Number: |       |
| Former Address:                  |       |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex/Race:</td>
<td>Female/Black</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Address:       |       |

| Date of Birth: |       |
Provisional Party of Communists (PPC),
also known as (aka)
Eastern Service Workers
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National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
Domestic Security/Terrorism

Name: __________________________ (Doctor)

A search at 1115 Carroll Street, Apartment 1A, Brooklyn,
New York, was conducted pursuant to a search warrant issued out
of the Eastern District of New York on February 17, 1984. The
following items were seized as evidence:

1. Seven page handwritten statement entitled, Tatic
   Plus Brd Call, dated February 8, 1984.
2. Three pieces of torn paper with writing.
3. One white sheet of paper, dated December 22, 1983,
   from closet in Receptionist Area.
4. One white sheet of paper, dated February 8, 1984,
   regarding "Enclosed; Eyes Only."
5. Knife with wooden case and gold color on ends in
   black leather case.
   Lights Off......"
7. Name list with Foxtrot four.
8. Sheet of green paper with six names and locations.
9. Sheet of white paper with N. B. five pieces of
   traffic.
10. Eight sheets of paper from: FCA ________ dated
    February 8, 1984.
Provisional Party of Communists (PPC), also known as (aka)
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11. Folder with list of 81 names stapled to outside and numerous blank forms for All Metropolitan Cadre.
12. Five pages to Field Control regarding Police Codes.
13. Two pages to Field Command for handwritten.
14. Four pages of miscellaneous handwritten notes.
15. One folder marked "Letter to Alomrade" containing numerous notes.
16. One old timer knife, brown.
18. Seven pieces of eight inch by ten inch bond paper paperclipped together "OPS Security Como" on first page.
Provisional Party of Communists (PPC),
also known as (aka)
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24. Typewritten memorandum, no date, eight pages.
29. Typewritten memorandum, no date, three pages.
30. Forty-seven pages of handwritten material Offensive for Cadre and plans for future organization.
31. Yellow legal pad containing handwritten notes, regarding Police and Sniper Training.
32. One black notebook containing numerous handwritten pages and typewritten pages.
33. Yellow legal pad with four pages of paper, containing handwritten notes, with writing on cardboard backing.
34. One black three ring binder containing Constitution and 64 Articles, typewritten.
35. One black notebook, "D. O. Phone number and address."
36. One clipboard with numerous stacks of papers regarding "Operational Plans."
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37. One grey folder, "Confidential" containing numerous papers.

38. One paperback book, "Guerilla Warfare and Marxism" - no cover.

39. One folder, manila, containing numerous papers of names and cadre heads, officers, etcetera.

40. One green folder containing numerous papers outlining tactics.

41. One brown folder, numerous papers dealing with recruitment, formation of cadre.

42. One manila folder, numerous papers dealing with national office information.

43. One brown folder containing information regarding Central Committee Meeting, Adversary Action.

44. One clipboard with miscellaneous papers on FC Agenda. Phone and Pitch Dev., various notes signed by [underline]

45. One brown folder containing minutes of cadre meeting.

46. One brown folder containing Central Committee minutes, February 14, 1984; Central Committee Agenda.

In addition to the above listed items, one pocket knife was voluntarily surrendered [underline] by a person present in 1115 Carroll Street, Apartment 1A, Brooklyn, New York. A receipt for the knife was given [underline].
The following below-listed items were examined, seized and inventoried during a search executed at the Design Studio (Ground Floor Premises), 354 Gold Street, Brooklyn, New York, on February 17, 1984, by Special Agents (SAS) and the New York City Police Officers of the FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION/NEW YORK CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT (FBI/NYCPD) Terrorist Task Force (TTF). The search warrant was authorized by the Eastern District of New York (EDNY) and signed by Honorable HENRY BRAMWELL, United States Magistrate, on February 16, 1984.

The following letters should stand as identification for specific areas within said location:

A. Rear Room Area  
B. Middle Room Area  
C. Front Room Area  
D. Computer Room Area  

Below is a list of items seized:

Rear Room Area (A):

A grey box containing:

1. National Labor College  
2. IWP Materials  
3. Line Directions Traffic  
4. PE-Casual Cadre  
5. PE-Program Metro II  
6. PE Program Transients  
7. Politbureau Traffic  
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8. Recruitment Session Materials
9. Sealin Articles
10. Wallace - Personal Political Affiliations
11. CDR - Personal Information, Training, Request LB
12. White envelope containing numerous papers
13. White envelope containing numerous papers
14. MII Orientation
15. Constitution Corrections WF
16. CDR - Medical
17. Strategic Offensive Classes
18. Pol Department Work Schedules
19. White envelope containing numerous papers
20. MASS Recruitment Tactic Documents

Front Room Area (C): (Section 1)

1. One manila envelope containing manual on video coder taken from top shelf behind glass block window.

2. One color print and numerous color slides of a communication center taken (same as #1).

3. One pamphlet "How to Start a High School Underground Newspaper" taken from bookcase on right side of wall upon entering front door.
4. One Universal M-1 30 caliber carbine, Serial Number 421429, found with live round in chamber and loaded magazine (clip) inserted with safety on, taken from file cabinet on right side of wall in middle of room on second shelf, hidden under some empty boxes completely concealed. Also found and taken with weapon were three fully loaded magazines (clips).

5. Numerous papers pertaining to Business Fraction, cadres, M20PS, M2PC, etcetera, taken from open box on floor under desk near file cabinet where weapon (see #4) was found.

6. One booklet of lined paper captioned "Practical Notes on Communist Activity of Orthodox Ordinance Within the Party" taken from bottom left drawer of brown wooden top desk on right side of wall near fire door.

Front Room Area (C): (Section II)

1. Copy of blank forms:

   CDR procurement sheet, day sheet workload, Cadre application form; daily battle plans; Cadre profile sheet; Cadre training sheet - from file cabinet marked "Research."

2. Folder labeled "Foxfire Breeding" - green file.


5. Folder labeled "Foxfire Letterhead" - blue file.

Provisional Party of Communists (PPC), also known as (aka) Eastern Service Workers Association (ESWA); National Labor Federation (NATLFED); Domestic Security/Terrorism

On February 17, 1984, a court ordered search warrant signed by Magistrate Nina Gershon, Southern District of New York was executed on the premises of Apartment 15A located at 145 West 55th Street, New York City.

The warrant was executed at approximately 10:15 AM, in the presence of two female occupants of the apartment who identified themselves as [Redacted] The search was completed at approximately 1:12 PM.

Photographs of the apartment were taken prior to and after execution of the search warrant.

Pursuant to the search warrant, the following is a list of property removed from the living room:

From desk top:

1. One red telephone log bearing telephone number (212) 581-5082.

2. One piece of white paper marked "The Commission on Voluntary Service and Action."

3. One clipboard labeled: "AD AR OPS Daily Battle Plan," containing, A) Security Situational Log and reports for the following dates - two dated December 8, one dated December 7, and one dated May 14, 1983, B) White paper with telephone number (305) 565-0877,
Provisional Party of Communists (PPC),
also known as (aka)
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C. Business card with name of [P. C.]

4. One piece of white paper with diagram of nearby telephones and code names.

5. Brown folder containing miscellaneous papers: Papers pertain to employees, folder marked - briefing.


9. Black folder marked telephone numbers and addresses.


11. Red folder containing miscellaneous papers.

12. Poster: No-Entity Chatter, By Name, By Reference.
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16. One black folder containing miscellaneous papers regarding codes used in communications. Folder marked STP. Removed from mantel above fireplace.

17. One clipboard containing miscellaneous papers regarding discussing of arms. Board marked Metro One PC. Clipboard removed from windowsill.

18. One white folder containing miscellaneous papers regarding Organization—Cadre Input Systems. Folder marked "E. O. Copy Three."

Items removed from front Closet:

1. Three rolls of film — from camera case.

Items removed from second floor:

1. One sheet of a prescription pad — from file cabinet by desk.

2. Fifty-one sheets of a mailing list — from suitcase on floor.

3. One folder of miscellaneous papers marked "Incoming/ly coord" from file cabinet drawer marked A-4.

5. One folder of miscellaneous papers marked operation voluntarius (AD-AR CEN) from file cabinet drawer marked A-4.
Provisional Party of Communists (PPC),
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6. One Invest Yourself I. D. card blanks from bookcase.
7. One list of addresses labeled "Indiana and Ohio"
typed - xeroxed.
8. One paper with carbon with impressions from Royal
Typewriter, Serial Number 7965880.

Items removed from front hallway:
1. One roll of film - from camera.

Items removed from front bedroom:
1. Folder containing miscellaneous papers "AD-AR CEN,"
situation log.
2. One address book of Sue
3. One interim driver's license in name of
4. One red notebook.

Finally, prior to the above described search warrants
being executed, the Behavioral Scient Unit, Federal Bureau of
Investigation Headquarters, did an analysis of the captioned
group, based on information available, and its findings are as
follows:

This group is leftist in its orientation, and extremist
in their views concerning the government of the United States.
The group is highly organized and very militaristic. It also
appears to be operating with tactics similar to many cults, in
Provisional Party of Communists (PPC), also known as (aka) Eastern Service Workers Association (ESWA); National Labor Federation (NATLFED); Domestic Security/Terrorism

terms of the way in which this group recruits its members. That is, it will take in individuals who are "inadequate" and who are considered to be outcasts, and it will show them acceptance, warmth and love to the degree which they have not received in other areas of their life.

The characteristics of the leader of this group fit those of the leadership of these "left wing" extremist groups. In fact, their planning, interigence and ideology are all extremely characteristic with the exception of the fact that this group has apparently actually acquired an ability and degree of organization to execute the far flung plans of its leadership. This is unusual in groups not supported by foreign governments (if that is the case).

It is characteristic in groups like this that the leader is generally the ideologue. He or she is intelligent, capable of intricate planning, and minute detail; however, they generally remain very vague concerning the actual execution of those plans. They will have the absolute appearance of authority, but may actually "share" authority at times with whoever is helping execute their plans. The leader will often appear quite meek when confronted by established authorities, but will extract their "revenge" later. They can be dangerous if they have, or think they have, the upper hand in a confrontation.

The leader of this particular group, [Name Redacted] has all the characteristics of the above mentioned leader. In addition to that, he appears to have the same need for code names, fancy acronyms and special double meaning type of verbage, which is often used by these groups. For example, the name [Name Redacted] uses as an alias, and its similarity to [Name Redacted] This proclivity for names and elaborate structures is further shown in the setup of the PPC and this
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secret military "fractions." It is very likely that the secret military "fractions" have all sorts of rituals and rights of passage for each level of rank. Further, the extensive keeping or records, notes and journals, double checking on everyone and so forth, is also characteristic of the type of leadership of degree of apparent sophistication and control which this group has exhibited over its membership. Neither is it usual to maintain such a low profile for the military "fraction." There would very likely be "practice missions," which this group would engage upon. It may be well known to screen some unexplained bombings and/or assassinations type killings around the United States.

This document is being disseminated to the United States Attorney's Office, Eastern District of New York, for a definitive legal opinion as to specific steps to be taken in regard to violations of federal law. In addition, copies are being disseminated to Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (ATF); US Secret Service (USSS); Internal Revenue Service (IRS); New York City Police Department, Intelligence; and US Army, Military Intelligence to insure that any/all substantiative violations are addressed.
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